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BIOLINE PRODUCTS WITH MICROORGANISMS

NASS/WET

CARPETLINE PRODUCTS FOR CARPET CLEANING

BioSeptic
Microbiological water treatment for non-agressive 
treatment of waste water.

The use of microorganisms ensures a biological 
degradation of the contaminants. This cleared water 
may then be disposed in the sewer.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 812071
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 812005

In this product line you will find products based on microorganisms and/or 
enzymes. Natural enzyme factories ensure effective and careful removal of 
organic contaminations.

Whether in carpet and upholstery cleaning, water damage restoration, 
cleaning sanitary areas, or odour control: with BioLine products you will take 
care of the materials you are cleaning and still achieve the desired result.

For more information about the way these microorganisms work in our BioLine 
products visit us at: www.cebechem.com

7.0 - 8.0 6.5 - 8.0 1:500

Carpet Fresh
Odour neutralizer based on microorganisms for water 
resistant rugs and carpets. Carpet Fresh was developed 
as the solution to the odours frequently encountered 
when entering a hotel room.  The typical odours 
associated with these rooms are mostly stored in the 
carpets. Carpet Fresh solves the odour problem in a 
natural manner: microorganisms digest the odour 
sources, thus completely eliminating the odour.

Box of 12 x 0,5L   Art. 19052
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 19005

Anti Soil
Post-treatment for carpets and other textiles - synthetic 
or natural fibres (except silk) - against resoiling.

This product is formulated with a special acrylic polymer 
which has the characteristic to fill the pores of the fibre 
and thus prevent a deeper penetration of soil and other 
staining substances into it. Anti Soil extends the lifetime 
of the carpet, and keeps it clean longer.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 30005
Anti-Static Carpet Spray
Post-treatment for carpets and other textiles - synthetic 
or natural fibres (except silk) - against static discharge. 

By ways of small colloidal metal particles in this product, 
it is possible to obtain an anti-static effect for up to 6 
months.  The small particles adsorb onto the fibres and 
achieve an effective anti-static effect in this manner. 

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 33005
Berber Wash Shampoo
Special shampoo/detergent for Berber and Nepalese 
rugs in powder form. It contains a combination of highly 
effective surfactants that achieve excellent results through 
synergism.

It contains ingredients that work against the typical 
yellowing and browning that may appear. In order to 
reduce this even further one may either use RX for 
Browning or Kill Odor® OXP as an additive.

Box of 4 x 5Kg   Art. 24010

7.0 - 8.0 n.a. undiluted

8.5 - 9.5 8.0 - 9.0 1:2

4.0 - 5.0 4.5 - 5.5 1:2

n.a. 8.0 - 9.0 1:100

3

Here you will find products for carpet cleaning - whether pre-spray, cleaner, 
neutralizer and rinse, or specialty products like stain protector or coating for 
carpet backs. In the same manner we have the right products for all cleaning 
methods: bonnet pad method, extraction method, shampoo method, or 
powder dry cleaning.

For the effective removal of stains you will find our products as of page 32 - 
whether all-purpose stain removers or special removers.
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BIOLINE PRODUCTS WITH MICROORGANISMS

NASS/WET

FEUCHT/DAMP

BioBreeze
Urine and urine odour destroyer on a microbiological 
basis. Especially suited for use in sanitary areas. It was 
developed for the direct treatment of urine and 
excremental residues in the sanitary areas. This means 
BioBreeze is applied onto the affected areas and left to 
work.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 553071
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 553005

In this product line you will find products based on microorganisms and/or 
enzymes. Natural enzyme factories ensure effective and careful removal of 
organic contaminations.

Whether in carpet and upholstery cleaning, water damage restoration, 
cleaning sanitary areas, or odour control: with BioLine products you will take 
care of the materials you are cleaning and still achieve the desired result.

For more information about the way these microorganisms work in our BioLine 
products visit us at: www.cebechem.com

7.0 - 8.0 6.5 - 8.0 1:1

to

1:40
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BioDrain
Drain opener on a microbiological basis. For the 
non-agressive treatment of clogged or slow-going drains. 
By means of special formulation the product not only 
contains microorganisms but also enzymes that 
accelerate the product’s effect.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 554071
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 554005
BioFresh 
BioFresh is an odour neutralizer and stain remover for 
textiles, carpets and upholstery.

It neutralizes all organic-based odours and removes 
almost all organic stains. In addition, it has the ability to 
remove fresh urine stains from the carpet. Through a 
synergistic effect between a buffered enzyme system 
and microorganisms excellent results are achieved.

Box of 12 x 0,5L   Art. 362052
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 362005
BioGreen
Powdered extraction cleaner with multiple enzyme action 
for all water-resistant fibres and textiles - suited for 
carpets and upholstery.

It contains a highly effective combination of enzymes 
that make it possible to remove protein-, starch-, and 
grease-containing stains as well as leaving the fibres 
soft after cleaning.

Box of 12 x 1Kg   Art. 363006
Box of 4 x 5Kg   Art. 363010
BioGreen - liquid
Liquid extraction cleaner with multiple enzyme action for 
all water-resistant fibres and textiles - suited for carpets 
and upholstery. 

Its neutral pH in solution make it ideal for use as an 
upholstery cleaner too. It contains an effective 
combination of enzymes, stable in liquid form, that have 
the ability to dissolve protein and grease stains.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 364005
BioMatrix®

Surfactant-free universal cleaner for carpets and 
upholstery. Use as a spotter, pre-spray, bonnet pad 
cleaner, and extraction cleaner on all water-resistant 
carpets and upholstery.

The product contains a new generation of active 
ingredients, that do not just remove the dirt out of the 
carpet, but that are also neutral in scent and 
environmentally friendly.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 15005

7.0 - 8.0 n.a. 150ml

into 

the

drain

7.0 - 8.0 n.a. Undiluted

n.a. 8.0 - 9.0 1:100

7.0 - 8.0 6.5 - 7.5 1:50

7.0 - 8.0 6.5 - 8.0 undiluted

to

1:10

IndoorA i rQua l i t y
RaumLuftQuali tät

IAQ

P
ro

2



BIOLINE PRODUCTS WITH MICROORGANISMS

NASS/WET

CARPETLINE PRODUCTS FOR CARPET CLEANING

BioSeptic
Microbiological water treatment for non-agressive 
treatment of waste water.

The use of microorganisms ensures a biological 
degradation of the contaminants. This cleared water 
may then be disposed in the sewer.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 812071
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 812005

In this product line you will find products based on microorganisms and/or 
enzymes. Natural enzyme factories ensure effective and careful removal of 
organic contaminations.

Whether in carpet and upholstery cleaning, water damage restoration, 
cleaning sanitary areas, or odour control: with BioLine products you will take 
care of the materials you are cleaning and still achieve the desired result.

For more information about the way these microorganisms work in our BioLine 
products visit us at: www.cebechem.com

7.0 - 8.0 6.5 - 8.0 1:500

Carpet Fresh
Odour neutralizer based on microorganisms for water 
resistant rugs and carpets. Carpet Fresh was developed 
as the solution to the odours frequently encountered 
when entering a hotel room.  The typical odours 
associated with these rooms are mostly stored in the 
carpets. Carpet Fresh solves the odour problem in a 
natural manner: microorganisms digest the odour 
sources, thus completely eliminating the odour.

Box of 12 x 0,5L   Art. 19052
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 19005

Anti Soil
Post-treatment for carpets and other textiles - synthetic 
or natural fibres (except silk) - against resoiling.

This product is formulated with a special acrylic polymer 
which has the characteristic to fill the pores of the fibre 
and thus prevent a deeper penetration of soil and other 
staining substances into it. Anti Soil extends the lifetime 
of the carpet, and keeps it clean longer.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 30005
Anti-Static Carpet Spray
Post-treatment for carpets and other textiles - synthetic 
or natural fibres (except silk) - against static discharge. 

By ways of small colloidal metal particles in this product, 
it is possible to obtain an anti-static effect for up to 6 
months.  The small particles adsorb onto the fibres and 
achieve an effective anti-static effect in this manner. 

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 33005
Berber Wash Shampoo
Special shampoo/detergent for Berber and Nepalese 
rugs in powder form. It contains a combination of highly 
effective surfactants that achieve excellent results through 
synergism.

It contains ingredients that work against the typical 
yellowing and browning that may appear. In order to 
reduce this even further one may either use RX for 
Browning or Kill Odor® OXP as an additive.

Box of 4 x 5Kg   Art. 24010

7.0 - 8.0 n.a. undiluted

8.5 - 9.5 8.0 - 9.0 1:2

4.0 - 5.0 4.5 - 5.5 1:2

n.a. 8.0 - 9.0 1:100

3

Here you will find products for carpet cleaning - whether pre-spray, cleaner, 
neutralizer and rinse, or specialty products like stain protector or coating for 
carpet backs. In the same manner we have the right products for all cleaning 
methods: bonnet pad method, extraction method, shampoo method, or 
powder dry cleaning.

For the effective removal of stains you will find our products as of page 32 - 
whether all-purpose stain removers or special removers.
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CARPETLINE PRODUCTS FOR CARPET CLEANING

Enzyme Shampoo - liquid
Highly concentrated liquid shampoo for synthetic carpets. 
Especially effective when confronted with greasy areas, 
eg. gastronomy, cafeterias, etc.

With its enzyme action protein and grease-based stains 
are no problem. In addition this product has an extremely 
stable and dry foam making it ideal for use in foam 
generators for the Dry Foam-Method.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 22005

9.5 - 10.5 8.0 - 9.0 1:50
IndoorA i rQua l i t y
RaumLuftQuali tät

IAQ

P
ro

Formula 77 
Formula 77 is a highly concentrated carpet spray 
extraction cleaner which was specifically developed 
for use with truck mounted units but may also be used 
in all other extraction machines. 

Formula 77 maybe used on all natural and synthetic 
fibres. It contains synergistically working ingredients 
and a corrosion inhibitor.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 11005

12.0 - 13.0 9.5 - 10.5 1:330

Defoamer 
Additive with strong foam-killing effect. For extraction 
cleaning or shampooing.

A product specifically for defoaming the dirt-water in the 
tank of the extraction machine or wet-vacuum.  With its 
high silicone content, Defoamer is extremely effective.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 17005

8.5 - 9.5 8.0 - 9.0 1 Cap

Doubly Active Cleaner
This product was developed for the in-plant washing 
of all loose rugs. 

It is a highly concentrated and environmentally 
friendly product that was formulated so that the dirty 
solution is pH neutral.

Box of 4 x 5Kg   Art. 27010

n.a. 8.0 - 9.0 1:1000

ZUSATZ /
ADDITIVE

Energizer
Booster for all CEBE® carpet and upholstery cleaning 
products.

The addition of Energizer increases the soil loosening 
ability and soil dispersion and brightens colours. Stain 
removal potential is also increased when using Energizer 
as an additive.

Box of 4 x 5Kg   Art. 35010

n.a. 6.5 - 7.5 1:400

Enzyme Shampoo
Highly concentrated powder shampoo for synthetic 
carpets. Especially effective when confronted with 
greasy areas, eg. gastronomy, cafeterias, etc.

With its enzyme action protein and grease-based 
stains are no problem. Its properties do not affect 
resoiling in a negative manner. This product may only 
be used on synthetic fibres, as its fat dissolving 
capabilities would also dissolve the natural fat in wool.

Box of 4 x 5Kg   Art. 22210

n.a. 9.0 - 10.0 1:100

Here you will find products for carpet cleaning - whether pre-spray, cleaner, 
neutralizer and rinse, or specialty products like stain protector or coating for 
carpet backs. In the same manner we have the right products for all cleaning 
methods: bonnet pad method, extraction method, shampoo method, or 
powder dry cleaning.

For the effective removal of stains you will find our products as of page 32 - 
whether all-purpose stain removers or special removers.
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CARPETLINE PRODUCTS FOR CARPET CLEANING

Coco Clean
A product developed specifically for the cleaning of 
coconut and sisal fibre rugs and mats.

The product achieves the best results when used in 
conjunction with the Orbiter Cleaning Machine.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 65505

6.5 - 7.5 6.5 - 7.5 undiluted

Colour Neutralizer
Strong acidic additive for in-plant rug washing to reduce 
the pH when washing colour sensitive rugs.

Colour Neutralizer is a product based on acetic acid that 
is used for pH-adjustment in in-plant cleaning. A low 
pH-value is important when washing high-value carpets 
that have been dyed with natural colours in order to 
prevent the bleeding of dye. This is accomplished with 
Colour Neutralizer.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 38005

0.5 - 1.5 1.5 - 3.0 1:50

Carpet Stain Protector
Stain protecting post-treatment.

This product is on an aqueous basis and contains a 
polymer that was developed specifically for carpets.  It 
leaves behind an invisible coat on the fibres, that 
prevent a penetration of staining substances into the 
carpet.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 31005

6.2 - 7.2 n.a. undiluted
IndoorA i rQua l i t y
RaumLuftQuali tät

IAQ

P
ro

Carpet Dry
Cellulose-based powder for the dry cleaning of 
carpets. May be applied on all types of fibre, even 
water-sensitive ones. Exception: felt/needled felt.

It is pH-neutral and has a large absorbant capacity. 
With its minimal amount of moisture Carpet Dry is an 
ideal product for the cleaning of moisture sensitive 
carpets.

10Kg Pail   Art. 48015

n.a. n.a. undiluted

Carpet Back Coating
Post-treatment for the improvement of the carpet 
backing.

The film that forms combines an optimal elasticity with 
excellent rigidity of the carpet backing.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 37005

3.5 - 4.5 n.a. undiluted

Berber Wash Shampoo - liquid
A specialty product for washing Berber and Nepalese 
rugs - now in liquid form.

Berber Wash Shampoo - liquid contains the same 
ingredients as the powder PLUS hydrogen peroxide to 
prevent yellowing and browning. In order to reduce this 
even further one may either use RX for Browning or Kill 
Odor® OXP as an additive.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 24105

Here you will find products for carpet cleaning - whether pre-spray, cleaner, 
neutralizer and rinse, or specialty products like stain protector or coating for 
carpet backs. In the same manner we have the right products for all cleaning 
methods: bonnet pad method, extraction method, shampoo method, or 
powder dry cleaning.

For the effective removal of stains you will find our products as of page 32 - 
whether all-purpose stain removers or special removers.

5.0 - 6.0 6.0 - 7.0 1:50
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CARPETLINE PRODUCTS FOR CARPET CLEANING

Enzyme Shampoo - liquid
Highly concentrated liquid shampoo for synthetic carpets. 
Especially effective when confronted with greasy areas, 
eg. gastronomy, cafeterias, etc.

With its enzyme action protein and grease-based stains 
are no problem. In addition this product has an extremely 
stable and dry foam making it ideal for use in foam 
generators for the Dry Foam-Method.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 22005

9.5 - 10.5 8.0 - 9.0 1:50
IndoorA i rQua l i t y
RaumLuftQuali tät

IAQ

P
ro

Formula 77 
Formula 77 is a highly concentrated carpet spray 
extraction cleaner which was specifically developed 
for use with truck mounted units but may also be used 
in all other extraction machines. 

Formula 77 maybe used on all natural and synthetic 
fibres. It contains synergistically working ingredients 
and a corrosion inhibitor.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 11005

12.0 - 13.0 9.5 - 10.5 1:330

Defoamer 
Additive with strong foam-killing effect. For extraction 
cleaning or shampooing.

A product specifically for defoaming the dirt-water in the 
tank of the extraction machine or wet-vacuum.  With its 
high silicone content, Defoamer is extremely effective.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 17005

8.5 - 9.5 8.0 - 9.0 1 Cap

Doubly Active Cleaner
This product was developed for the in-plant washing 
of all loose rugs. 

It is a highly concentrated and environmentally 
friendly product that was formulated so that the dirty 
solution is pH neutral.

Box of 4 x 5Kg   Art. 27010

n.a. 8.0 - 9.0 1:1000

ZUSATZ /
ADDITIVE

Energizer
Booster for all CEBE® carpet and upholstery cleaning 
products.

The addition of Energizer increases the soil loosening 
ability and soil dispersion and brightens colours. Stain 
removal potential is also increased when using Energizer 
as an additive.

Box of 4 x 5Kg   Art. 35010

n.a. 6.5 - 7.5 1:400

Enzyme Shampoo
Highly concentrated powder shampoo for synthetic 
carpets. Especially effective when confronted with 
greasy areas, eg. gastronomy, cafeterias, etc.

With its enzyme action protein and grease-based 
stains are no problem. Its properties do not affect 
resoiling in a negative manner. This product may only 
be used on synthetic fibres, as its fat dissolving 
capabilities would also dissolve the natural fat in wool.

Box of 4 x 5Kg   Art. 22210

n.a. 9.0 - 10.0 1:100

Here you will find products for carpet cleaning - whether pre-spray, cleaner, 
neutralizer and rinse, or specialty products like stain protector or coating for 
carpet backs. In the same manner we have the right products for all cleaning 
methods: bonnet pad method, extraction method, shampoo method, or 
powder dry cleaning.

For the effective removal of stains you will find our products as of page 32 - 
whether all-purpose stain removers or special removers.
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CARPETLINE PRODUCTS FOR CARPET CLEANING

Rx for Browning
Additive for in-plant rug-washing - brightens colours and 
prevents yellowing and browning. May also be used as 
a post-treatment.

Rx for Browning was developed to remove browning 
from rug fringes or white carpets/rugs. It consists to 
100% of active ingredients in a 2-component form. By 
means of a chemical bleaching process the browning 
is removed with user-friendly oxygen-based bleach.

Box of 4 x 4Kg   Art. 36009

n.a. 9.0 - 10.0 one

measuring

cup each

for

10 liters

of water

ZUSATZ /
ADDITIVE

ProLipAm
Pre-spray concentrate for all water-resistant carpets. 

Prolipam combines the strength of enzymes: 
grease/oil, starch and proteins are made water 
soluble, with the power of active oxygen. In addition it 
contains a combination of modern salts which have a 
high soil loosening effect, excellent soil dispersal and 
encapsulate residual soil.

Box of 4 x 5Kg   Art. 369010

n.a. 7.5 - 8.5 1:100

to

1:200

Roto Brite
Bonnet pad cleaner for all water-resistant carpets.

Roto Brite attains its cleaning power through a 
combination of synergistically functioning solvents.  It 
cleans thoroughly, has excellent spot removal 
characteristics, and is residue free with drying times of 
around 20 minutes.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 62005

8.5 - 9.5 7.3 - 8.3 1:5

Silk Shine
Specialty in-plant cleaner for silk and chinese silk 
rugs. With special ingredients that ensure colour/dye 
stability on most rugs of this type so that proper 
in-plant cleaning is made possible.

CAUTION: Prior to using on the entire surface a test 
for colour/dye stability is absolutely necessary (see 
Product Data Sheet).

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 28605

4.0 - 5.0 4.5 - 5.5 1:10

Tapi Bonnet
Bonnet pad cleaner for all water-resistant carpets. 

Tapi Bonnet is pH-neutral, residue free, and may be 
used on all fibres. It contains a combination of 
solvents, enzymes, and fragrance, which allow for a 
thorough and effective surface cleaning.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 25505

6.5 - 7.5 6.5 - 7.5 1:5

Spray Brite
Universal carpet cleaner suitable for bonnet pad 
cleaning, extraction cleaning, as a pre-spray, and 
spotter. May be used on all water-resistant carpets. 
The next generation of health and environmentally 
neutral universal carpet cleaners. Spray Brite 
combines the latest technology in active ingredients 
that allow for highly efficient soil and stain removal. 
The product remains active even during the drying 
process, where residual soil is encapsulated allowing 
for easy removal during vacuuming. 
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 25005

6.5 - 7.5 6.5 - 7.5 undiluted

to

1:50

IndoorA i rQua l i t y
RaumLuftQuali tät

IAQ

P
ro

Here you will find products for carpet cleaning - whether pre-spray, cleaner, 
neutralizer and rinse, or specialty products like stain protector or coating for 
carpet backs. In the same manner we have the right products for all cleaning 
methods: bonnet pad method, extraction method, shampoo method, or 
powder dry cleaning.

For the effective removal of stains you will find our products as of page 32 - 
whether all-purpose stain removers or special removers.
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CARPETLINE PRODUCTS FOR CARPET CLEANING

In-Plant
Universal detergent concentrate for in-plant rug   
washing. 

In-Plant is a concentrate for in-plant washing of rugs.  
The surfactants were especially selected to minimize 
foam formation, take care of colours and fibres, prevent 
loss of the natural fat-content in wool rugs, and optimize 
the rinsability.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 28505

8.0 - 9.0 6.5 - 7.5 1:100

to

1:600

Liqua Steam
Universal extraction cleaner for all water-resistant 
carpets.

It contains soil repellent substances that delay 
resoiling. The product also contains a defoaming 
ingredient to minimize foam formation.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 13005

10.5 - 11.5 9.3 - 10.3 1:50

Orient Carpet Cleaner
Acidic extraction cleaner for colour-sensitive carpets 
and rugs. Developed especially for the spray 
extraction cleaning of all Orient, China, and other wool 
rugs and carpets. 

The product’s pH is slightly acidic in order to prevent 
the bleeding of colours.  Additional ingredients make 
sure the carpets are cleaned mildly, leaving it feeling 
soft and letting colours shine like new.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 14005

2.5 - 3.5 5.0 - 6.0 1:50

Formula 161
Shampoo for all water-resistant carpets.

A special combination of active ingredients gives the 
product excellent cleaning ability, which is achieved, 
for one, through high foam stability, as well as soil 
repellent properties.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 20005

9.0 - 10.0 8.7 - 9.7 1:16

to

1:20

8.8 - 9.8Formula 2000
Shampoo for all water-resistant carpets.

This product consists of a combination of synergistically 
working surfactants and solvents. Its special formulation 
gives it excellent stain removing properties while leaving 
minimal residue in the carpet.  Formula 2000 may be 
used on all fibre types.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 21005

9.0 - 10.0 1:12

Grandioos
Bonnet pad cleaner of the second generation for all 
water-resistant carpets.

Also suited as a pre-spray in powder dry cleaning. The 
active ingredients have no negative impact on the 
resoiling process, keeping the carpet clean longer.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 25305

6.5 - 7.5 6.5 - 7.5 1:5
IndoorA i rQua l i t y
RaumLuftQuali tät

IAQ

P
ro

Here you will find products for carpet cleaning - whether pre-spray, cleaner, 
neutralizer and rinse, or specialty products like stain protector or coating for 
carpet backs. In the same manner we have the right products for all cleaning 
methods: bonnet pad method, extraction method, shampoo method, or 
powder dry cleaning.

For the effective removal of stains you will find our products as of page 32 - 
whether all-purpose stain removers or special removers.
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CARPETLINE PRODUCTS FOR CARPET CLEANING

Rx for Browning
Additive for in-plant rug-washing - brightens colours and 
prevents yellowing and browning. May also be used as 
a post-treatment.

Rx for Browning was developed to remove browning 
from rug fringes or white carpets/rugs. It consists to 
100% of active ingredients in a 2-component form. By 
means of a chemical bleaching process the browning 
is removed with user-friendly oxygen-based bleach.

Box of 4 x 4Kg   Art. 36009

n.a. 9.0 - 10.0 one

measuring

cup each

for

10 liters

of water

ZUSATZ /
ADDITIVE

ProLipAm
Pre-spray concentrate for all water-resistant carpets. 

Prolipam combines the strength of enzymes: 
grease/oil, starch and proteins are made water 
soluble, with the power of active oxygen. In addition it 
contains a combination of modern salts which have a 
high soil loosening effect, excellent soil dispersal and 
encapsulate residual soil.

Box of 4 x 5Kg   Art. 369010

n.a. 7.5 - 8.5 1:100

to

1:200

Roto Brite
Bonnet pad cleaner for all water-resistant carpets.

Roto Brite attains its cleaning power through a 
combination of synergistically functioning solvents.  It 
cleans thoroughly, has excellent spot removal 
characteristics, and is residue free with drying times of 
around 20 minutes.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 62005

8.5 - 9.5 7.3 - 8.3 1:5

Silk Shine
Specialty in-plant cleaner for silk and chinese silk 
rugs. With special ingredients that ensure colour/dye 
stability on most rugs of this type so that proper 
in-plant cleaning is made possible.

CAUTION: Prior to using on the entire surface a test 
for colour/dye stability is absolutely necessary (see 
Product Data Sheet).

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 28605

4.0 - 5.0 4.5 - 5.5 1:10

Tapi Bonnet
Bonnet pad cleaner for all water-resistant carpets. 

Tapi Bonnet is pH-neutral, residue free, and may be 
used on all fibres. It contains a combination of 
solvents, enzymes, and fragrance, which allow for a 
thorough and effective surface cleaning.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 25505

6.5 - 7.5 6.5 - 7.5 1:5

Spray Brite
Universal carpet cleaner suitable for bonnet pad 
cleaning, extraction cleaning, as a pre-spray, and 
spotter. May be used on all water-resistant carpets. 
The next generation of health and environmentally 
neutral universal carpet cleaners. Spray Brite 
combines the latest technology in active ingredients 
that allow for highly efficient soil and stain removal. 
The product remains active even during the drying 
process, where residual soil is encapsulated allowing 
for easy removal during vacuuming. 
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 25005

6.5 - 7.5 6.5 - 7.5 undiluted

to

1:50

IndoorA i rQua l i t y
RaumLuftQuali tät

IAQ

P
ro

Here you will find products for carpet cleaning - whether pre-spray, cleaner, 
neutralizer and rinse, or specialty products like stain protector or coating for 
carpet backs. In the same manner we have the right products for all cleaning 
methods: bonnet pad method, extraction method, shampoo method, or 
powder dry cleaning.

For the effective removal of stains you will find our products as of page 32 - 
whether all-purpose stain removers or special removers.
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CARPETLINE PRODUCTS FOR CARPET CLEANING

FLECKOL® FURNITURE CARE AND MORE

Fleckol® Dark
Intensive care for dark wood with a cleaning effect.

For all dark furniture and panelling such as mahogony 
and rosewood, for example. Refreshes, removes water 
stains - cleans and cares.

Box of 12 x 150ml   Art. 715021
Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 715071
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 715005

n.a. n.a. undiluted

Fleckol® Carpet Cleaner
Fleckol® Carpet Cleaner is an all-purpose extraction 
cleaner which may be used on all fibre types.

It contains soil repellent substances that delay 
resoiling. The product also contains a defoaming 
ingredient to minimize foam formation.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 350071

10.5 - 11.5 9.3 - 10.3 1:50

Ultra Fresh
Pre-treatment for rugs after water damage and with 
odor problems.

Its special ingredients make it ideal to destroy odours 
in carpets caused by overwetting. The product is used 
as a pre-treatment before cleaning/washing the 
carpet/rug.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 97005

6.5 - 7.5 n.a. undiluted

ZUSATZ /
ADDITIVE

Traffic Lane Cleaner
Pre-spray and booster for synthetic carpets. This 
product is especially suited for all difficult to clean and 
heavily soiled carpets. 

Traffic Lane Cleaner may be used as a pre-spray in 
carpet extraction cleaning or as a booster in carpet 
shampooing.  The product may be used on all 
synthetic fibres.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 16005

11.9 - 12.9 10.5 - 11.5 1:1

to

1:8

Here you will find products for carpet cleaning - whether pre-spray, cleaner, 
neutralizer and rinse, or specialty products like stain protector or coating for 
carpet backs. In the same manner we have the right products for all cleaning 
methods: bonnet pad method, extraction method, shampoo method, or 
powder dry cleaning.

For the effective removal of stains you will find our products as of page 32 - 
whether all-purpose stain removers or special removers.

9

Furniture care with natural ingredients. The name Fleckol® has been standing 
for this since more than half a century.

The right care for every type of wood - whether untreated, oiled, or lacquered. 
In addition a mild cleaner for daily maintenance cleaning.

We also have the right products for floors - whether made of wood or textile.

Top Action
Pre-spray concentrate for carpets and upholstery. 
Suitable for synthetic fibres and textiles. Also suited for 
wool if used in conjunction with Tapi Soft.

Top Action is a pre-spray concentrate for spray 
extraction cleaning.  In addition to its high content in 
active cleaning ingredients, it has an ingredient which 
has a strongly deodorizing effect. May be used on all 
fibres (in connection with Tapi Soft).

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 480005

11.0 - 12.0 9.0 - 10.0 1:40
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CARPETLINE PRODUCTS FOR CARPET CLEANING

Tapi Universal
Shampoo for all water-resistant carpets.

A highly concentrated carpet shampoo with additional 
cleaning power as well as soil repellent properties due 
to a high content of solid material. These solids 
remain in the carpet after cleaning in order to absorb 
possible detergent residues. They are easily removed 
by vacuuming.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 28005

8.5 - 9.5 8.0 - 9.0 1:10

to

1:40

TeppEx
Universal extraction cleaner for all water-resistant 
carpets.

It contains soil repellent substances that delay 
resoiling. The product also contains a defoaming 
ingredient to minimize foam formation.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 13371
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 13305

10.5 - 11.5 9.5 - 10.5 1:10

Tapi Orient
Chlorinated in-plant rug washing detergent.

Tapi Orient is a specialty product for the in-plant washing 
of all original Orient, Pakistan, China, and Afghan rugs.  
With chlorine as an active ingredient the cleaning results 
are optimal and the colours shine like new.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 24571

10.8 - 11.8 9.0 - 10.0 1:125

Tapi Soft
Carpet softener and neutralizer - for general use and 
specifically for use in conjunction with Tapi Orient and 
Top Action.
Tapi Soft is a carpet softener and rinse which may be 
used in spray extraction, upholstery cleaning and in-plant 
washing.  Tapi Soft neutralizes carpets and rugs and at 
the same time loosens any residual surfactant.  The 
softening ingredients in Tapi Soft care for the fibres and 
fabrics.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 31505

2.0 - 3.0 3.0 - 4.0 1:20

Tapi Dry
Cellulose-based powder for dry carpet cleaning may be 
used on all fibre types, even water-sensitive ones. 
Exception: felt/needle felt.

This product is a carpet cleaning powder on a cellulose 
basis which is neutral in odour.  It is pH-neutral and has 
a large absorbant capacity.  With its minimal amount of 
moisture Tapi Dry is an ideal product for the cleaning of 
moisture sensitive carpets.

10 Kg Pail   Art. 48815

Here you will find products for carpet cleaning - whether pre-spray, cleaner, 
neutralizer and rinse, or specialty products like stain protector or coating for 
carpet backs. In the same manner we have the right products for all cleaning 
methods: bonnet pad method, extraction method, shampoo method, or 
powder dry cleaning.

For the effective removal of stains you will find our products as of page 32 - 
whether all-purpose stain removers or special removers.

n.a. n.a. undiluted

Textile Dry
Cellulose-based powder for the dry cleaning of silk     
rugs. 

This product is a dry cleaning powder based on cellulosic 
material and an inorganic mineral, with a low solvent 
content and a pleasant scent. It is pH-neutral and highly 
absorbant. This and the low moisture content makes it 
ideal for cleaning silk rugs.

4 Kg Pail    Art. 48109

n.a. n.a. undiluted
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CARPETLINE PRODUCTS FOR CARPET CLEANING

FLECKOL® FURNITURE CARE AND MORE

Fleckol® Dark
Intensive care for dark wood with a cleaning effect.

For all dark furniture and panelling such as mahogony 
and rosewood, for example. Refreshes, removes water 
stains - cleans and cares.

Box of 12 x 150ml   Art. 715021
Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 715071
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 715005

n.a. n.a. undiluted

Fleckol® Carpet Cleaner
Fleckol® Carpet Cleaner is an all-purpose extraction 
cleaner which may be used on all fibre types.

It contains soil repellent substances that delay 
resoiling. The product also contains a defoaming 
ingredient to minimize foam formation.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 350071

10.5 - 11.5 9.3 - 10.3 1:50

Ultra Fresh
Pre-treatment for rugs after water damage and with 
odor problems.

Its special ingredients make it ideal to destroy odours 
in carpets caused by overwetting. The product is used 
as a pre-treatment before cleaning/washing the 
carpet/rug.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 97005

6.5 - 7.5 n.a. undiluted

ZUSATZ /
ADDITIVE

Traffic Lane Cleaner
Pre-spray and booster for synthetic carpets. This 
product is especially suited for all difficult to clean and 
heavily soiled carpets. 

Traffic Lane Cleaner may be used as a pre-spray in 
carpet extraction cleaning or as a booster in carpet 
shampooing.  The product may be used on all 
synthetic fibres.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 16005

11.9 - 12.9 10.5 - 11.5 1:1

to

1:8

Here you will find products for carpet cleaning - whether pre-spray, cleaner, 
neutralizer and rinse, or specialty products like stain protector or coating for 
carpet backs. In the same manner we have the right products for all cleaning 
methods: bonnet pad method, extraction method, shampoo method, or 
powder dry cleaning.

For the effective removal of stains you will find our products as of page 32 - 
whether all-purpose stain removers or special removers.

9

Furniture care with natural ingredients. The name Fleckol® has been standing 
for this since more than half a century.

The right care for every type of wood - whether untreated, oiled, or lacquered. 
In addition a mild cleaner for daily maintenance cleaning.

We also have the right products for floors - whether made of wood or textile.

Top Action
Pre-spray concentrate for carpets and upholstery. 
Suitable for synthetic fibres and textiles. Also suited for 
wool if used in conjunction with Tapi Soft.

Top Action is a pre-spray concentrate for spray 
extraction cleaning.  In addition to its high content in 
active cleaning ingredients, it has an ingredient which 
has a strongly deodorizing effect. May be used on all 
fibres (in connection with Tapi Soft).

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 480005

11.0 - 12.0 9.0 - 10.0 1:40
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GRAFFITILINE PRODUCTS FOR FAÇADE CLEANING AND GRAFFITI REMOVAL

Elox and Aluminum Cleaner
Neutral cleaner for elox and aluminium surfaces with 
care effect. This product was developed for cleaning 
anodized aluminium (elox) and aluminium. It is more 
user- and environmentally friendly due to its 
water-based formulation. The fine abrasive particles 
contained in the product ensure thorough but mild 
cleaning results. After cleaning, a very fine film 
remains behind which protects the surface from 
resoiling temporarily.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 700005

A product line for the effective removal of a broad spectrum of graffitis as well 
as products for façade cleaning.

Our graffiti removers are different formulations of highly effective solvents that 
dissolve a large number of paints. In addition we have a product for sensitive 
surfaces which is especially recommended for indoor use.

Our acidic and alkaline façcade cleaners permit the removal many different 
types of contamination - from organic to manifestations of air pollution.

9.5 - 10.5 n. a. undiluted

GRAFO - F
GRAFO - F is a liquid graffiti remover for a large number 
of surfaces inside and outside.

It removes spray paints, felt-tip pen and ball-point from 
smooth surfaces and is ideal as a pre-spray for porous 
surfaces when applying GRAFO-G afterwards. The 
product is easily rinsed off with water and biologically 
degradable. Its composition allows for its use under 0°C. 

Box of 12 x 0.5L   Art. 96551
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 96505
GRAFO - G
GRAFO - G is a graffiti remover in gel form for a large 
number of surfaces outside.

It removes spray paints, felt-tip pen and ball-point 
from smooth and porous surfaces. The product is 
easily rinsed off with water and biologically 
degradable. Its composition allows for its use under 
0°C.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 96651
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 96605
GRAFO - P
GRAFO - P is a mild, liquid graffiti remover for smooth 
and sensitive surfaces inside and outside.

GRAFO – P is especially suited for plastics and 
plexiglass as well as painted surfaces due to its mild 
formulation. It may also be used successfully on 
carpets that have been stained using felt-tip or spray 
paint.

Box of 12 x 0,5L   Art. 96751
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 96705
Hurricane - A
Highly alkaline façade cleaner.

This product may be used in any method and removes 
even extreme dirt caused by pollution and other 
environmental influences. It may also be used as a 
shadow remover (residue remover) in graffiti removal. 
The high alkalinity neutralizes typical environmental 
contaminations and binds them in the rinse water.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 530005
Hurricane - S
Highly acidic façade cleaner.
A concentrated strongly acidic cleaner for façades 
made of face brick as well as all acid resistant and 
silicate-bound natural and synthetic stones, 
sandstone, clinker brick, ceramic surfaces, as well as 
glazed tiles. Hurricane – S dissolves atmospheric soil, 
grease, fat, oil, wax, tough residues from organic and 
inorganic matter, moss, algae, fungus, and sponge 
plaque.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 531005

n. a. n. a. undiluted

n. a. n. a. undiluted

n. a. n. a. undiluted

12. 5 - 13.5 11.5 - 13.0 1:1

to

1:50

0.5 - 1.5 1.8 - 2.2 1:1

to

1:20
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FLECKOL® FURNITURE CARE AND MORE

Fleckol® Floor Oil
Intensive care for untreated wood floors.

Suitable for all non-sealed wood floors as a care and 
protection.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 711171

n.a. n.a. undiluted

FEUCHT/DAMP

Fleckol® Light
Intensive care for light wood with a cleaning effect.

For all light furniture and panelling such as beech and 
birch, for example. Refreshes, removes water stains, 
cleans, and cares.

Box of 12 x 150ml   Art. 714021
Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 714071
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 714005

n.a. n.a. undiluted

Fleckol® Wood Cleaner
Mild cleaner for all wood surfaces with natural soap. 

Cleans all wood surfaces in the house thoroughly but 
gently. Spray and wipe.

Box of 12 x 0,5L   Art. 724052
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 724005

6.0 - 7.0 n.a. undiluted

Fleckol® Furniture Care
Care emulsion for all wood types with cleaning action. 
A slight gloss is left behind.

For the daily care of all wood furniture. Spray and 
wipe. Cleans, cares, and gives a shine to all wood 
furniture.

Box of 12 x 0,5L   Art. 733052

9.5 - 10.5 n.a. undiluted

Fleckol® Teak
Intensive care for teak wood with a cleaning effect.

This teak oil has specific caring properties. The wood 
structure is made visible, stains and rings are easily 
removed. Cleans and cares for the wood - indoors and 
outdoors.

Box of 12 x 150ml   Art. 716021
Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 716071
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 716005

n.a. n.a. undiluted

Fleckol® Oak
Intensive care for oak wood with a cleaning effect.

A specialty product for cleaning and caring for all furniture 
and surfaces made of oak. Removes stains, cleans, and 
refreshes the wood.

Box of 12 x 150ml   Art. 718021
Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 718071
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 718005

n.a. n.a. undiluted

Furniture care with natural ingredients. The name Fleckol® has been standing 
for this since more than half a century.

The right care for every type of wood - whether untreated, oiled, or lacquered. 
In addition a mild cleaner for daily maintenance cleaning.

We also have the right products for floors - whether made of wood or textile.
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GRAFFITILINE PRODUCTS FOR FAÇADE CLEANING AND GRAFFITI REMOVAL

Elox and Aluminum Cleaner
Neutral cleaner for elox and aluminium surfaces with 
care effect. This product was developed for cleaning 
anodized aluminium (elox) and aluminium. It is more 
user- and environmentally friendly due to its 
water-based formulation. The fine abrasive particles 
contained in the product ensure thorough but mild 
cleaning results. After cleaning, a very fine film 
remains behind which protects the surface from 
resoiling temporarily.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 700005

A product line for the effective removal of a broad spectrum of graffitis as well 
as products for façade cleaning.

Our graffiti removers are different formulations of highly effective solvents that 
dissolve a large number of paints. In addition we have a product for sensitive 
surfaces which is especially recommended for indoor use.

Our acidic and alkaline façcade cleaners permit the removal many different 
types of contamination - from organic to manifestations of air pollution.

9.5 - 10.5 n. a. undiluted

GRAFO - F
GRAFO - F is a liquid graffiti remover for a large number 
of surfaces inside and outside.

It removes spray paints, felt-tip pen and ball-point from 
smooth surfaces and is ideal as a pre-spray for porous 
surfaces when applying GRAFO-G afterwards. The 
product is easily rinsed off with water and biologically 
degradable. Its composition allows for its use under 0°C. 

Box of 12 x 0.5L   Art. 96551
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 96505
GRAFO - G
GRAFO - G is a graffiti remover in gel form for a large 
number of surfaces outside.

It removes spray paints, felt-tip pen and ball-point 
from smooth and porous surfaces. The product is 
easily rinsed off with water and biologically 
degradable. Its composition allows for its use under 
0°C.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 96651
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 96605
GRAFO - P
GRAFO - P is a mild, liquid graffiti remover for smooth 
and sensitive surfaces inside and outside.

GRAFO – P is especially suited for plastics and 
plexiglass as well as painted surfaces due to its mild 
formulation. It may also be used successfully on 
carpets that have been stained using felt-tip or spray 
paint.

Box of 12 x 0,5L   Art. 96751
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 96705
Hurricane - A
Highly alkaline façade cleaner.

This product may be used in any method and removes 
even extreme dirt caused by pollution and other 
environmental influences. It may also be used as a 
shadow remover (residue remover) in graffiti removal. 
The high alkalinity neutralizes typical environmental 
contaminations and binds them in the rinse water.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 530005
Hurricane - S
Highly acidic façade cleaner.
A concentrated strongly acidic cleaner for façades 
made of face brick as well as all acid resistant and 
silicate-bound natural and synthetic stones, 
sandstone, clinker brick, ceramic surfaces, as well as 
glazed tiles. Hurricane – S dissolves atmospheric soil, 
grease, fat, oil, wax, tough residues from organic and 
inorganic matter, moss, algae, fungus, and sponge 
plaque.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 531005

n. a. n. a. undiluted

n. a. n. a. undiluted

n. a. n. a. undiluted

12. 5 - 13.5 11.5 - 13.0 1:1

to

1:50

0.5 - 1.5 1.8 - 2.2 1:1

to

1:20
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EtOH 100
Residue-free cleaner based on ethanol.

EtOH 100 is soured ethanol (98% ethanol and 2% methyl 
ethyl ketone). Its properties as a cleaner are well     
known.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 192005

n. a. 6.5 - 7.5 1:4

IsOH 100
Residue-free cleaner based on isopropanol. 

Pure isopropanol as an effective cleaning agent. The 
product is effective against odors when it is mixed in 
equal parts with Kill Odor® OX. 

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 191005

n. a. n. a. undiluted

Kill Odor® Floral
Odor neutralizer suited for many types of odor - with a 
fresh floral scent.

This odor neutralizer may be added to any cleaning 
solution.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 32305

6.0 - 7.0 6.5 - 7.5 1:5 NASS/WET

NASS/WET

Kill Odor® Flower
Odor neutralizer suited for many types of odor - with a 
fresh flower scent.

This odor neutralizer may be added to any cleaning 
solution.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 32205

6.0 - 7.0 6.5 - 7.5 1:5 NASS/WET

NASS/WET

Dry Fog
Apple, Flower, KillOdor®, Mint, Pine, Citrus. 
Odor neutralizer for the air applied by thermal fogging.
Apple - for mild odor problems.
Kill Odor® - for universal use, e.g. smoke and fire odors, after water    
damage.
Citrus - for smoke and fire odors.
Flower - mildest scent, for all mild odor problems.
Pine - for mild fire odor, decay, garbage odors in collection facilities.
Mint - strongest scent - for extreme odor contamination.

Box of 4 x 5L
Art. 92605, 92105, 92205, 92305, 92405, 92505

n. a. n. a. undiluted TROCKEN/DRY

Only

Apple

and

Citrus

13

KILL ODOR®LINE PRODUCTS FOR ODOR CONTROL AND WATER DAMAGE RESTORATION
This product line offers a broad variety of odor neutralizers. Whether by 
oxidation, encapsulation, molecular modification, neutralization - a large 
number of odors may be neutralized or removed effectively.

This spectrum of working mechanisms also allows for the effective removal of 
odors as well as assist with manifestations associated with water damage.

These products may be applied with many different methods, depending on 
the situation on site.
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KSiO - Potassium Silicate 28/30
Mineral-based odor barrier.

KSiO has excellent adhesive properties on wood and 
mineral substrates. The silification that occurs after 
application creates a barrier which still retains water 
vapor diffusive properties while at the same time 
acting as an odor barrier as well as improving flame 
retardant properties when applied on wood.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 193005

10.0 - 11.0 n.a. undiluted

KILL ODOR®LINE PRODUCTS FOR ODOR CONTROL AND WATER DAMAGE RESTORATION

DriOx Ultra
Odor neutralization on surfaces and in porous 
materials - also suited for thermal fogging. A 
combination of Kill Odor® OX and DriOx Plus for 
maximum power and effectiveness. Suitable for 
destroying fire, smoke, decay, fish, and other odors. It 
is effective on concrete, cement, insulation, and 
wooden constructions and may be used in thermal 
fogging devices.

Box of 2 x 10L   Art. 109010

5.0 - 6.0 n. a. undiluted

NASS/WET TROCKEN/DRY

Acidic Pre-Spray
For the neutralization of urine stains on carpets and 
textiles.

Acidic Pre-Spray is the first step when treating urine 
stains and odors. It neutralizes the urine residue and 
facilitates removal. The final step is a treatment with 
BioFresh.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 97205

2.0 - 3.0 n. a. undiluted
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DriOx
Odor neutralization in on surfaces and in porous 
materials.

An oxidant especially for fighting odors in concrete, 
cement, insulation, and wood constructions. Effective 
against fire and smoke odors, for example.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 107005

3.0 - 4.0 n. a. undiluted

NASS/WET

DriOx Plus
Odor neutralization in porous materials - also suited for 
use in thermal foggers.

A product which may also be used in thermal foggers 
for combating odors in concrete, cement, insulation, and 
wood constructions. Effective against fire and smoke 
odors, for example.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 108005

5.5 - 6.5 n. a. undiluted

NASS/WET TROCKEN/DRY

CS Box
So you know what and with what on site: 8 of our proven products for cleaning 
and odor neutralization in a handy case. PLUS: our powerful UV-Lamp and the 
special goggles to find contaminations more effectively.

Contents:
BioFresh: for organic stains on carpet, upholstery, and textiles.
BioGreen: for cleaning carpets and upholstery.
DF19: hygienic surface cleaner.
DriOx: for odor neutralization in porous materials.
Kill Odor® OX: for hygienic surface cleaning and odor neutralization.
LemonOx: Sanitary cleaner with triple action.
OrangeOx: All-purpose cleaner with broad working spectrum.
Wet Fog Mint: odor neutralization of porous, absorbant surfaces.
UV-Lamp: for the quick detection of contaminations.
Special goggles: makes the detection of contaminations with the UV-lamp even 
more effective.

Piece            Art. 95301

This product line offers a broad variety of odor neutralizers. Whether by 
oxidation, encapsulation, molecular modification, neutralization - a large 
number of odors may be neutralized or removed effectively.

This spectrum of working mechanisms also allows for the effective removal of 
odors as well as assist with manifestations associated with water damage.

These products may be applied with many different methods, depending on 
the situation on site.
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EtOH 100
Residue-free cleaner based on ethanol.

EtOH 100 is soured ethanol (98% ethanol and 2% methyl 
ethyl ketone). Its properties as a cleaner are well     
known.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 192005

n. a. 6.5 - 7.5 1:4

IsOH 100
Residue-free cleaner based on isopropanol. 

Pure isopropanol as an effective cleaning agent. The 
product is effective against odors when it is mixed in 
equal parts with Kill Odor® OX. 

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 191005

n. a. n. a. undiluted

Kill Odor® Floral
Odor neutralizer suited for many types of odor - with a 
fresh floral scent.

This odor neutralizer may be added to any cleaning 
solution.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 32305

6.0 - 7.0 6.5 - 7.5 1:5 NASS/WET

NASS/WET

Kill Odor® Flower
Odor neutralizer suited for many types of odor - with a 
fresh flower scent.

This odor neutralizer may be added to any cleaning 
solution.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 32205

6.0 - 7.0 6.5 - 7.5 1:5 NASS/WET

NASS/WET

Dry Fog
Apple, Flower, KillOdor®, Mint, Pine, Citrus. 
Odor neutralizer for the air applied by thermal fogging.
Apple - for mild odor problems.
Kill Odor® - for universal use, e.g. smoke and fire odors, after water    
damage.
Citrus - for smoke and fire odors.
Flower - mildest scent, for all mild odor problems.
Pine - for mild fire odor, decay, garbage odors in collection facilities.
Mint - strongest scent - for extreme odor contamination.

Box of 4 x 5L
Art. 92605, 92105, 92205, 92305, 92405, 92505

n. a. n. a. undiluted TROCKEN/DRY

Only

Apple

and

Citrus
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KILL ODOR®LINE PRODUCTS FOR ODOR CONTROL AND WATER DAMAGE RESTORATION
This product line offers a broad variety of odor neutralizers. Whether by 
oxidation, encapsulation, molecular modification, neutralization - a large 
number of odors may be neutralized or removed effectively.

This spectrum of working mechanisms also allows for the effective removal of 
odors as well as assist with manifestations associated with water damage.

These products may be applied with many different methods, depending on 
the situation on site.
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KSiO - Potassium Silicate 28/30
Mineral-based odor barrier.

KSiO has excellent adhesive properties on wood and 
mineral substrates. The silification that occurs after 
application creates a barrier which still retains water 
vapor diffusive properties while at the same time 
acting as an odor barrier as well as improving flame 
retardant properties when applied on wood.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 193005

10.0 - 11.0 n.a. undiluted



Lemon Fresh Ammonia
Neutralizer for a variety of odor problems as well as a 
color changer/color remover and all-purpose cleaner.

A product that can neutralize butyric acid, for 
example, and may be used for reversing color change 
in textiles as well as an all-purpose cleaner for 
water-resistant surfaces.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 526005

11.2 - 12.2 10.5 - 11.5 1:5

to

1:100

NASS/WET

OrangeOx
All-purpose cleaner with broad working spectrum.

It works with the natural power of hydrogen peroxide 
and orange oil. This product is suitable for hygienic 
cleaning and odor neutralization.

Box of 2 x 10L   Art. 96310

5.0 - 6.0 6.0 - 7.0 undiluted

to

1:40 FEUCHT/DAMP

Thermo Clean
A special cleaner for thermal foggers like the TM-1500B, 
for example.

A neutral low viscosity solvent especially suited for 
cleaning thermal foggers.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 92971
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 92905

n. a. n. a. undiluted TROCKEN/DRY

OdourEx
Odor neutralizer for air and textiles with broad working 
spectrum.

OdorEx has the ability to modify and thereby neutralize 
odors such as smoke, sulfur, ammonia and other organic 
odors. It may be used on textiles, carpets, or simply 
sprayed in the air.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 97105

2.2 - 3.2 3.0 - 4.0 1:4

NASS/WET

Wet Fog
Apple, Flower, KillOdor®, Mint, Pine, Citrus. 
For the damp odor neutralization of porous, absorptive 
surfaces. 
Apple - for mild odor problems.
Kill Odor® - for universal use, e.g. smoke and fire odors, after water    
damage.
Citrus - for smoke and fire odors.
Flower - mildest scent, for all mild odor problems.
Pine - for mild fire odour, decay, garbage odors in collection facilities.
Mint - strongest scent - for extreme odor contamination.

Box of 4 x 5L
Art. 91605, 91105, 91005, 91305, 91405, 91505

6.0 - 7.0 6.5 - 7.5 1:5

to

1:40 FEUCHT/DAMP

NASS/WET

Only

Apple

and

Citrus 15

LemonOx
Sanitary cleaner with triple action.

An acidic cleaner that removes lime scale buildup, cleans 
with active oxygen, and neutralizes odors. The 
combination of citric acid and hydrogen peroxide ensures 
hygiene and cleanliness. It is ideally suited for cleaning 
saunas.

Box of 2 x 10L   Art. 96210

3.0 - 4.0 3.0 - 5.0 undiluted

to

1:50 FEUCHT/DAMP

KILL ODOR®LINE PRODUCTS FOR ODOR CONTROL AND WATER DAMAGE RESTORATION
This product line offers a broad variety of odor neutralizers. Whether by 
oxidation, encapsulation, molecular modification, neutralization - a large 
number of odors may be neutralized or removed effectively.

This spectrum of working mechanisms also allows for the effective removal of 
odors as well as assist with manifestations associated with water damage.

These products may be applied with many different methods, depending on 
the situation on site.
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Kill Odor® OX
A specialty product for hygienic surface cleaning 
and odor neutralization.

Kill Odor® OX oxidizes organic odors. It is 
especially effective against odors caused by 
smoke and fire.

Box of 2 x 10L   Art. 96110

2.5 - 3.5 2.5 - 4.5 undiluted

to

1:2

NASS/WET

NASS/WET

Kill Odor® OXP
Highly concentrated oxidant with broad working 
spectrum. Kill Odor® OXP is a highly concentrated 
oxidant based on hydrogen peroxide. It is an efficient 
odor neutralizer against many types of organic odors. 
It is also suited for use in carpet and upholstery 
cleaning. It may be used as an additive to prevent 
yellowing and browning on Berber and Nepalese rugs 
as well as for cotton and linen upholstery.

Box of 2 x 10L   Art. 111010

2.5 - 3.5 2.5 - 5.5 1:3

to

1:20 NASS/WET

Kill Odor® T
User friendly odor neutralizer especially suited after 
water damage.

A highly effective odor neutralizer based on natural 
ingredients. Kill Odor® T is non-toxic, leaves behind a 
pleasant scent and has a multitude of uses, especially 
in water damage restoration.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 112005

6.5 - 7.5 n. a. undiluted

NASS/WET

Kill Odor® S
Odor neutralizer for quick relief in the room - with 
fresh citrus scent.

Kill Odor® S is simply opened and placed in the room in 
an inconspicuous spot. The fresh scent masks 
unpleasant odors and improves indoor air quality 
immediately. It works for up to 3 weeks.

Box of 12 x 350g   Art. 52599

n. a. n. a. undiluted
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Kill Odor® Fresh
Room air odor neutralizer.

This product is especially suited for the removal of small 
odor sources and for the odor neutralization in rooms. 
It is especially effective against grease, kitchen, smoke, 
and nicotine odors.

Box of 12 x 0,5L   Art. 32452
Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 32472
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 32405

6.5 - 7.5 n. a. undiluted NASS/WET

NASS/WET

Kill Odor® Normal
Odor neutralizer especially suited for smoke and fire 
odors.

This odor neutralizer may be added to any cleaning 
solution. It is especially effective against smoke odors.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 32005

6.0 - 7.0 6.5 - 7.5 1:5 NASS/WET

NASS/WET

KILL ODOR®LINE PRODUCTS FOR ODOR CONTROL AND WATER DAMAGE RESTORATION
This product line offers a broad variety of odor neutralizers. Whether by 
oxidation, encapsulation, molecular modification, neutralization - a large 
number of odors may be neutralized or removed effectively.

This spectrum of working mechanisms also allows for the effective removal of 
odors as well as assist with manifestations associated with water damage.

These products may be applied with many different methods, depending on 
the situation on site.
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Lemon Fresh Ammonia
Neutralizer for a variety of odor problems as well as a 
color changer/color remover and all-purpose cleaner.

A product that can neutralize butyric acid, for 
example, and may be used for reversing color change 
in textiles as well as an all-purpose cleaner for 
water-resistant surfaces.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 526005

11.2 - 12.2 10.5 - 11.5 1:5

to

1:100

NASS/WET

OrangeOx
All-purpose cleaner with broad working spectrum.

It works with the natural power of hydrogen peroxide 
and orange oil. This product is suitable for hygienic 
cleaning and odor neutralization.

Box of 2 x 10L   Art. 96310

5.0 - 6.0 6.0 - 7.0 undiluted

to

1:40 FEUCHT/DAMP

Thermo Clean
A special cleaner for thermal foggers like the TM-1500B, 
for example.

A neutral low viscosity solvent especially suited for 
cleaning thermal foggers.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 92971
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 92905

n. a. n. a. undiluted TROCKEN/DRY

OdourEx
Odor neutralizer for air and textiles with broad working 
spectrum.

OdorEx has the ability to modify and thereby neutralize 
odors such as smoke, sulfur, ammonia and other organic 
odors. It may be used on textiles, carpets, or simply 
sprayed in the air.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 97105

2.2 - 3.2 3.0 - 4.0 1:4

NASS/WET

Wet Fog
Apple, Flower, KillOdor®, Mint, Pine, Citrus. 
For the damp odor neutralization of porous, absorptive 
surfaces. 
Apple - for mild odor problems.
Kill Odor® - for universal use, e.g. smoke and fire odors, after water    
damage.
Citrus - for smoke and fire odors.
Flower - mildest scent, for all mild odor problems.
Pine - for mild fire odour, decay, garbage odors in collection facilities.
Mint - strongest scent - for extreme odor contamination.

Box of 4 x 5L
Art. 91605, 91105, 91005, 91305, 91405, 91505

6.0 - 7.0 6.5 - 7.5 1:5

to

1:40 FEUCHT/DAMP

NASS/WET

Only

Apple

and

Citrus 15

LemonOx
Sanitary cleaner with triple action.

An acidic cleaner that removes lime scale buildup, cleans 
with active oxygen, and neutralizes odors. The 
combination of citric acid and hydrogen peroxide ensures 
hygiene and cleanliness. It is ideally suited for cleaning 
saunas.

Box of 2 x 10L   Art. 96210

3.0 - 4.0 3.0 - 5.0 undiluted

to

1:50 FEUCHT/DAMP

KILL ODOR®LINE PRODUCTS FOR ODOR CONTROL AND WATER DAMAGE RESTORATION
This product line offers a broad variety of odor neutralizers. Whether by 
oxidation, encapsulation, molecular modification, neutralization - a large 
number of odors may be neutralized or removed effectively.

This spectrum of working mechanisms also allows for the effective removal of 
odors as well as assist with manifestations associated with water damage.

These products may be applied with many different methods, depending on 
the situation on site.
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Anti Brown Additive
Additive or post-treatment against cellulose browning 
of cotton and linen textiles and rugs. 

A specialty product for the prevention and removal of 
the browning caused by overwetting of upholstery and 
carpets.  It contains a highly effective ingredient for the 
removal of this browning. It may be used either as an 
additive during cleaning or for post-treatment, 
especially on fringes of rugs after in-plant washing.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 71005

3.0 - 4.0 depends

on the

Cleaning

Agent

1:1

with

Cleaning

Agent

Anti Brown Shampoo
A product which was developed for shampooing cotton 
and linen upholstery.

It prevents browning from occurring - during and after 
cleaning. It also has the ability to remove already present 
browning. In addition it forms a very dry foam which 
prevents moisture from penetrating into the upholstery.

Box of 4 x 4Kg   Art. 70009

n. a. 5.0 - 6.0 1:160

Colorfast
Extraction cleaner with a high concentration of 
solvents.
A product developed specifically for extraction 
cleaning of upholstery.  Its combination of solvents 
and other cleaning components make for excellent 
cleaning and prevent the bleeding of colours.  It is 
fast-drying and leaves behind shining colours and a 
pleasant smell. Colorfast may be used on all 
water-resistant upholstery.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 74005
PM - Upholstery Shampoo
Upholstery shampoo - in combination with Anti-Brown 
Additive also suitable for linen and cotton fabrics.

It contains a combination of solvents that permit 
excellent cleaning ability, combined with fast-drying 
action. In addition the product contains a special 
ingredient for the removal of soiling caused by skin 
grease.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 78505
Polster Clean
Extraction cleaner for synthetic and wool fabrics. A highly 
concentrated powder for the extraction cleaning of 
upholstery. 

Polster Clean may be used to clean all upholstery made 
of synthetics and wool.  It is easily soluble in water, gives 
excellent cleaning results and leaves a pleasant scent 
behind.

Box of 4 x 4Kg   Art. 75009

6.5 - 7.5 6.5 - 7.5 1:6

5.7 - 6.7 6.5 - 7.5 1:10

to

1:20

n. a. 9.5 - 10.5 1:160

All-Fabric Stain Protector
Stain protecting post-treatment for all fabric types.

A water-based stain protector for upholstery, curtains 
and textiles.  It protects from water, soil, and fatty stains.  
Even on cotton, rayon, acetate, silk, and velour.  All Fabric 
Stain Protector contains a polymer that was developed 
especially for this application.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 77005

3.0 - 4.0 n. a. undiluted
IndoorA i rQua l i t y
RaumLuftQuali tät

IAQ

P
ro
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POLSTERLINE PRODUCTS FOR UPHOLSTERY CLEANING
Here you will find products for upholstery cleaning - whether pre-spray, 
cleaner, or specialty products like stain protector. In the same manner we 
have the right products for all cleaning methods: extraction method and 
shampoo method.

For the effective removal of stains you will find our products as of page 32 - 
whether all-purpose stain removers or special removers.
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Leather Care Set
This Care Set was developed for cleaning and caring 
for dyed leather upholstery. It contains 1 litre of 
Leather Pre-Cleaner, 1 litre of Leather Care, 1 
Tampico Brush (Art. 7910), and 1 Textile Polishing 
Pad (Art. 7920). With this set all cleanable leather 
types may be treated.

Caution: Before use test in an inconspicuous spot.

Piece    Art. 795001

Leather Cream Restorer
Special paste for the care of leather - has restoring 
properties. Leather Cream Restorer equalizes colours, 
leaving a smooth homogeneous surface behind. In 
addition, treatment with Leather Cream Restorer 
protects the surface from resoiling. The product may 
be used on all Nappa and smooth leathers.

Caution: Before use test in an inconspicuous spot.

Box of 12 x 800g   Art. 774308
Box of 4 x 4.5Kg   Art. 774395

8.0 - 9.0 n. a. undiluted

Leather Grease
Intensive care for leather.

A grease that was developed specifically for the 
re-greasing of heavily worn leather.  Leather Grease is 
suitable for all Nappa and smooth leathers.

Caution: Before use test in an inconspicuous spot.

Box of 12 x 800g   Art. 775008
Box of 4 x 4Kg   Art. 775009

n. a. n. a. undiluted

Leder Pre-Cleaner
Leather Pre-Cleaner was especially developed as a 
basis for further treatment of all Nappa and smooth 
leathers with LeatherLine products. Leather Pre-Cleaner 
is applied manually or using the spray extraction method.  
If spray extraction is used, an upholstery adapter should 
be used.

Caution: Before use test in an inconspicuous spot.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 772001
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 772005

11.0 - 12.0 10.5 - 11.5 1:20

Leather Care
Care emulsion for leather with darkening effect. A 
product for the regular maintenance and care of all 
Nappa and smooth leathers.  Regular use of Leather 
Care ensures healthy looking leather. Should the 
leather be strongly depleted of fat, treatment with 
Leather Creme Restorer or Leather Grease may be 
necessary.
Caution: Before use test in an inconspicuous spot.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 793001
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 793005

8.0 - 9.0 n. a. undiluted

16

Tampico Brush

Piece  Art. 7910

Textile Polishing 
Pad
For polishing leather surfaces.

Piece  Art. 7920

LEATHERLINE PRODUCTS FOR CLEANING AND CARE OF LEATHER
Products for cleaning, regular care, intensive care and repairing care of 
leather.

All care products are based on natural oils and fats that are also used for skin 
care products.
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Anti Brown Additive
Additive or post-treatment against cellulose browning 
of cotton and linen textiles and rugs. 

A specialty product for the prevention and removal of 
the browning caused by overwetting of upholstery and 
carpets.  It contains a highly effective ingredient for the 
removal of this browning. It may be used either as an 
additive during cleaning or for post-treatment, 
especially on fringes of rugs after in-plant washing.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 71005

3.0 - 4.0 depends

on the

Cleaning

Agent

1:1

with

Cleaning

Agent

Anti Brown Shampoo
A product which was developed for shampooing cotton 
and linen upholstery.

It prevents browning from occurring - during and after 
cleaning. It also has the ability to remove already present 
browning. In addition it forms a very dry foam which 
prevents moisture from penetrating into the upholstery.

Box of 4 x 4Kg   Art. 70009

n. a. 5.0 - 6.0 1:160

Colorfast
Extraction cleaner with a high concentration of 
solvents.
A product developed specifically for extraction 
cleaning of upholstery.  Its combination of solvents 
and other cleaning components make for excellent 
cleaning and prevent the bleeding of colours.  It is 
fast-drying and leaves behind shining colours and a 
pleasant smell. Colorfast may be used on all 
water-resistant upholstery.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 74005
PM - Upholstery Shampoo
Upholstery shampoo - in combination with Anti-Brown 
Additive also suitable for linen and cotton fabrics.

It contains a combination of solvents that permit 
excellent cleaning ability, combined with fast-drying 
action. In addition the product contains a special 
ingredient for the removal of soiling caused by skin 
grease.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 78505
Polster Clean
Extraction cleaner for synthetic and wool fabrics. A highly 
concentrated powder for the extraction cleaning of 
upholstery. 

Polster Clean may be used to clean all upholstery made 
of synthetics and wool.  It is easily soluble in water, gives 
excellent cleaning results and leaves a pleasant scent 
behind.

Box of 4 x 4Kg   Art. 75009

6.5 - 7.5 6.5 - 7.5 1:6

5.7 - 6.7 6.5 - 7.5 1:10

to

1:20

n. a. 9.5 - 10.5 1:160

All-Fabric Stain Protector
Stain protecting post-treatment for all fabric types.

A water-based stain protector for upholstery, curtains 
and textiles.  It protects from water, soil, and fatty stains.  
Even on cotton, rayon, acetate, silk, and velour.  All Fabric 
Stain Protector contains a polymer that was developed 
especially for this application.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 77005

3.0 - 4.0 n. a. undiluted
IndoorA i rQua l i t y
RaumLuftQuali tät

IAQ
P

ro
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POLSTERLINE PRODUCTS FOR UPHOLSTERY CLEANING
Here you will find products for upholstery cleaning - whether pre-spray, 
cleaner, or specialty products like stain protector. In the same manner we 
have the right products for all cleaning methods: extraction method and 
shampoo method.

For the effective removal of stains you will find our products as of page 32 - 
whether all-purpose stain removers or special removers.
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Dish Clean Liquid
Liquid dish washing concentrate for machines - suitable 
for dosing equipment.

A concentrated dishwashing detergent with bleaching 
properties, excellent scale binding, and no foam 
formation.  Its combination of builders, alkalis, and 
chlorine ensures thorough cleanliness and white dishes. 
This product is suited for all alkaline-resistant dishes.  It 
should not be used with aluminium dishes.

Box of 2 x 10L   Art. 830017

13.0 - 14.0 11.0 - 12.0 2 - 6g

per

liter

in the

machine

MASCHINE/
MACHINE

DF 19
DF19 is a universal hygiene cleaner.

It cleans hygienically and deodorizes at the same time. 
It may be used on all water-resistant surfaces.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 562005

8.5 - 9.5 7.5 - 9.0 1:10

to

1:100

NASS/WET

Dechlor
Chlorine-containing degreaser for gastronomy and food 
processing.
Dechlor can be used in any type of cleaning method but 
has the built in foaming power which makes it ideal for 
use with a foam gun or foam generator. Its alkaline power  
enables it to remove grease, urine, blood, and burnt 
encrustations from floors, walls, and apparatus. In 
addition it has a high chlorine content, ensuring effective 
hygiene on the surfaces treated with Dechlor.

Box of 2 x 10L   Art. 525010

12.0 - 13.0 11.0 - 12.0 1:20

to

1:50

NASS/WET

Clear Rinse
Rinse for dish washing machines.

A product developed to ensure gloss without stains in 
every dishwasher. Clear Rinse is a supplement to the 
dishwashing detergent and increases the cleaning    
ability.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 850005

7.0 - 8.0 depends

on the

dosage

by

dosing

unit

MASCHINE/
MACHINE

Ceiling Kleen
A specialty cleaner for wall and ceiling cleaning, as well 
as for other materials such as textiles, plastics, etc..

This product contains no surfactants, enzymes, bleach, 
alkalis, and solvents.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 582005

7.0 - 8.0 6.5 - 7.5 1:5
IndoorA i rQua l i t y
RaumLuftQuali tät

IAQ

P
ro

NASS/WET

Cebaclean
pH-neutral corrective cleaning concentrate with orange 
scent.

Cebaclean is a highly concentrated degreaser and 
corrective cleaner whose most important property is its 
neutral pH value. This product is a degreaser even for 
the toughest cases; whether in the kitchen, workshop, 
factory or office.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 81105

6.0 - 7.0 6.5 - 7.5 1:5

to

1:200 FEUCHT/DAMP NASS/WET
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A600 Autoshampoo
Concentrate for car wash - manual and automated.

This shampoo is suitable for the manual and automated 
car wash in the commercial sector. It has especially 
effective cleaning characteristics. In addition it contains 
ingredients which allow for spot-free drying after rinsing. 
This makes the use of special rinsing formulations 
unnecessary.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 91005
AUMAT
Concentrate for automated scrubbing with care effect. 

AUMAT is an intensive cleaner with low-foaming 
characteristics that has been especially developed for 
the use in automated scrubbers. This product may be 
used on all hard floors which are alkali resistant.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 570005
CBC
CBC is a highly concentrated scale remover on a 
hydrochloric acid basis.

This product can remove all mineral-containing 
substances such as scale, urine, and water residues fast 
and efficiently.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 560071
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 560005

5.5 - 6.5 6.5 - 7.5 1:100

to

1:1000

11.0 - 12.0 10.0 - 11.0 1:100

to

1:200

0.5 - 1.5 0.5 - 2.0 undiluted

to

1:1

FEUCHT/DAMP

FEUCHT/DAMP

Soil Lifter
A pH-neutral pre-spray especially for upholstery. 

Soil Lifter contains a highly effective combination of 
solvents and surface active substances enabling it to 
solve even the most difficult cleaning problems.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 72005

5.5 - 6.5 7.0 - 8.0 1:6

Polster Ex
A specialty product for the extraction cleaning of cotton 
and linen upholstery. 

It not only prevents browning, but also allows the removal 
of already present browning.  Polster Ex is a slightly 
acidic cleaner that has excellent cleaning power and 
leaves glowing colours behind. 

Box of 4 x 4Kg   Art. 75509

n. a. 5.2 - 6.2 1:100
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POLSTERLINE PRODUCTS FOR UPHOLSTERY CLEANING
Here you will find products for upholstery cleaning - whether pre-spray, 
cleaner, or specialty products like stain protector. In the same manner we 
have the right products for all cleaning methods: extraction method and 
shampoo method.

For the effective removal of stains you will find our products as of page 32 - 
whether all-purpose stain removers or special removers.
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PROFILINE PRODUCTS FOR CONTRACTORS, GASTRONOMY, AND INDUSTRY
Maintenance, Interval, and Corrective Cleaners for all sectors in contract 
cleaning are available in our ProfiLine.

In addition you will also find specialty products for the gastronomy and 
industry sectors.
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Dish Clean Liquid
Liquid dish washing concentrate for machines - suitable 
for dosing equipment.

A concentrated dishwashing detergent with bleaching 
properties, excellent scale binding, and no foam 
formation.  Its combination of builders, alkalis, and 
chlorine ensures thorough cleanliness and white dishes. 
This product is suited for all alkaline-resistant dishes.  It 
should not be used with aluminium dishes.

Box of 2 x 10L   Art. 830017

13.0 - 14.0 11.0 - 12.0 2 - 6g

per

liter

in the

machine

MASCHINE/
MACHINE

DF 19
DF19 is a universal hygiene cleaner.

It cleans hygienically and deodorizes at the same time. 
It may be used on all water-resistant surfaces.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 562005

8.5 - 9.5 7.5 - 9.0 1:10

to

1:100

NASS/WET

Dechlor
Chlorine-containing degreaser for gastronomy and food 
processing.
Dechlor can be used in any type of cleaning method but 
has the built in foaming power which makes it ideal for 
use with a foam gun or foam generator. Its alkaline power  
enables it to remove grease, urine, blood, and burnt 
encrustations from floors, walls, and apparatus. In 
addition it has a high chlorine content, ensuring effective 
hygiene on the surfaces treated with Dechlor.

Box of 2 x 10L   Art. 525010

12.0 - 13.0 11.0 - 12.0 1:20

to

1:50

NASS/WET

Clear Rinse
Rinse for dish washing machines.

A product developed to ensure gloss without stains in 
every dishwasher. Clear Rinse is a supplement to the 
dishwashing detergent and increases the cleaning    
ability.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 850005

7.0 - 8.0 depends

on the

dosage

by

dosing

unit

MASCHINE/
MACHINE

Ceiling Kleen
A specialty cleaner for wall and ceiling cleaning, as well 
as for other materials such as textiles, plastics, etc..

This product contains no surfactants, enzymes, bleach, 
alkalis, and solvents.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 582005

7.0 - 8.0 6.5 - 7.5 1:5
IndoorA i rQua l i t y
RaumLuftQuali tät

IAQ

P
ro

NASS/WET

Cebaclean
pH-neutral corrective cleaning concentrate with orange 
scent.

Cebaclean is a highly concentrated degreaser and 
corrective cleaner whose most important property is its 
neutral pH value. This product is a degreaser even for 
the toughest cases; whether in the kitchen, workshop, 
factory or office.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 81105

6.0 - 7.0 6.5 - 7.5 1:5

to

1:200 FEUCHT/DAMP NASS/WET
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Laminate Cleaner
Residue-free cleaner for laminate flooring.

A product with volatile ingredients which ensure effective 
and quick-drying cleaning of laminate floors. Laminate 
Cleaner removes dirt, grease, and heel marks easily 
and cleans caringly but effectively due to the user-friendly 
ingredients contained in it.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 671005

9.0 - 10.0 n. a. undiluted

FEUCHT/DAMP

Laminate Care
Care emulsion for laminate flooring.

Laminate Care contains ingredients that clean and care 
for the floor. They even make it possible to even out slight 
scratches and leave behind a silky matte film.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 672005

9.5 - 10.5 n. a. undiluted

FEUCHT/DAMP

Hand Soap
Liquid hand soap suitable for dispensers.

Hand Soap was adjusted to a skin neutral pH in order 
to not only attain an optimal cleaning result but also 
optimal skin tolerance. This product does not dry out the 
skin and leaves hands clean with a pleasant scent.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 581005

5.0 - 6.0 n. a. undiluted

Indukon 100
Concentrated industrial cleaner.

Indukon 100 is a highly concentrated alkaline cleaner 
for industrial use. The point at which other products fail 
is where Indukon 100 picks up the pace. Whether heavily 
greased and oily workshops that require corrective 
cleaning, or other extremely dirty industrial areas: 
Indukon 100 is the solution.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 585005

13.0 - 14.0 11.5 - 13.5 1:1

to

1:100

NASS/WET

KalkEx
Hydrochloric acid-based descaling concentrate.

A highly concentrated descaler with penetrating action. 
KalkEx dissolves scale build-up from water pipes, tiles, 
heat exchangers, and other equipment found in industrial 
applications. KalkEx has a potential for dissolving 205g 
of calcium carbonate per litre.

Box of 2 x 10L   Art. 566010

0.0 - 1.0 0.5 - 1.5 1:4

to

1:20

Griffi
Highly alkaline cleaner for ovens, grills, etc.

A highly concentrated oven and grill cleaner.  Its special 
combination of active ingredients makes a highly effective 
cleaning without much mechanical assistance.  Griffi 
was developed for the food processing industry, where 
demands are most stringent.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 820005

12.5 - 13.5 11.0 - 12.5 1:10

to

1:100
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Glass Clean Concentrate
Concentrate for the professional glass cleaner.

Glass Clean Concentrate was developed especially 
for the professional window cleaner. Its special 
combination of active ingredients results in smooth 
gliding squeegees and streak-free windows.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 511005

10.0 - 11.0 9.0 - 10.0 1:80

Fat Free
Universal alkaline intensive cleaner.

Fat Free is an alkaline degreaser with low-foam 
characteristics. This product dissolves/emulsifies oil, 
fat, wax, and soot from all alkaline resistant surfaces. 
Its diverse active ingredients make it a very flexible 
and versatile intensive cleaner.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 522005

12.0 - 13.0 11.0 - 12.0 1:20

to

1:200

NASS/WET

Floor Fix
Damp-mop care with silky gloss.

Floor Fix is a pleasant scented damp-mop care for 
the daily maintenance cleaning of all water resistant 
floors. The product contains a water soluble wax 
component that forms a thin, easy to remove 
protective layer when applied regularly.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 591071
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 591005

5.0 - 9.0 6.5 - 7.5 1:40

to

1:80

FEUCHT/DAMP

FAMOS
A ready-to-use office cleaner with many properties. 

Besides cleaning streak-free FAMOS also works as an 
anti-static agent. Dust accumulates slower on all surfaces 
after being cleaned with FAMOS. FAMOS is suitable for 
all water-resistant surfaces. Its high content in solvents 
ensures quick and residue free drying.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 741071

5.5 - 6.5 n. a. undiluted

Ganzklar
Streak-free glass and surface cleaner.

Ganzklar is a glass cleaner that cleans surfaces such 
as glass, crystal, chrome, porcelain, and plastics 
streak-free. Its combination of solvents and ammonia 
ensure thorough removal of nicotine and grease.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 510072
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 510005

9.0 - 10.0 n. a. undiluted

Dish Clean Powder
Powdered dish washing concentrate.

A concentrated dishwashing detergent with bleaching 
properties, excellent scale binding, and no foam 
formation. Its combination of builders, alkalis, and chlorine 
ensures thorough cleanliness and white dishes. This 
product is suited for all alkaline-resistant dishes.  It should 
not be used with aluminium dishes.

10Kg Pail   Art. 840015

n. a. 10.5 - 11.5 2 Tbsp.

per

Cleaning

Cycle

MASCHINE/
MACHINE
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Laminate Cleaner
Residue-free cleaner for laminate flooring.

A product with volatile ingredients which ensure effective 
and quick-drying cleaning of laminate floors. Laminate 
Cleaner removes dirt, grease, and heel marks easily 
and cleans caringly but effectively due to the user-friendly 
ingredients contained in it.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 671005

9.0 - 10.0 n. a. undiluted

FEUCHT/DAMP

Laminate Care
Care emulsion for laminate flooring.

Laminate Care contains ingredients that clean and care 
for the floor. They even make it possible to even out slight 
scratches and leave behind a silky matte film.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 672005

9.5 - 10.5 n. a. undiluted

FEUCHT/DAMP

Hand Soap
Liquid hand soap suitable for dispensers.

Hand Soap was adjusted to a skin neutral pH in order 
to not only attain an optimal cleaning result but also 
optimal skin tolerance. This product does not dry out the 
skin and leaves hands clean with a pleasant scent.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 581005

5.0 - 6.0 n. a. undiluted

Indukon 100
Concentrated industrial cleaner.

Indukon 100 is a highly concentrated alkaline cleaner 
for industrial use. The point at which other products fail 
is where Indukon 100 picks up the pace. Whether heavily 
greased and oily workshops that require corrective 
cleaning, or other extremely dirty industrial areas: 
Indukon 100 is the solution.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 585005

13.0 - 14.0 11.5 - 13.5 1:1

to

1:100

NASS/WET

KalkEx
Hydrochloric acid-based descaling concentrate.

A highly concentrated descaler with penetrating action. 
KalkEx dissolves scale build-up from water pipes, tiles, 
heat exchangers, and other equipment found in industrial 
applications. KalkEx has a potential for dissolving 205g 
of calcium carbonate per litre.

Box of 2 x 10L   Art. 566010

0.0 - 1.0 0.5 - 1.5 1:4

to

1:20

Griffi
Highly alkaline cleaner for ovens, grills, etc.

A highly concentrated oven and grill cleaner.  Its special 
combination of active ingredients makes a highly effective 
cleaning without much mechanical assistance.  Griffi 
was developed for the food processing industry, where 
demands are most stringent.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 820005

12.5 - 13.5 11.0 - 12.5 1:10

to

1:100
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Sanitex
Sanitary maintenance cleaner with descaling and odour 
neutralizing properties.

Sanitex removes scale-buildup, rust, cement haze, and 
grease effortlessly and mildly. Its user-friendly ingredients 
ensure thorough cleaning, hygiene, and deodorization 
in the sanitary domain. It is suitable for all sanitary 
installations.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 550071
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 550005

FEUCHT/DAMP

NASS/WET

1.0 - 2.0 1.0 - 3.0 undiluted

to

1:200

R3 Kill Odor®

Odour neutralizing maintenance cleaner.

R3 Kill Odor® is a deodorizing maintenance cleaner that 
has the ability to neutralize smoke odours. This product 
has excellent cleaning and deodorizing properties and 
is suitable for all water-resistant surfaces.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 564005

FEUCHT/DAMP NASS/WET

9.2 - 10.2 8.5 - 9.5 1:10

to

1:20

Rinse Gloss
Manual dish washing detergent.

A liquid detergent for manual dishwashing and cleaning 
other water resistant objects. Its ingredients ensure an 
effective removal of grease. At the same time Rinse Gloss 
gives the dishes a new shine and cares for the hands.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 800005

8.0 - 9.0 7.0 - 8.0 1:200

or

more

R3 Gloss Cleaner
Maintenance cleaner with solvent content for hard floors 
and more.
R3 Gloss Cleaner is a highly effective alcohol-cleaner 
for daily maintenance cleaning. The product cleans 
residue free and leaves a pleasant scent behind. It is 
suited for all water resistant surfaces such as floors, tiles, 
glass, washable walls, doors, heaters, window frames, 
etc.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 573071
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 573005

9.5 - 10.5 8.0 - 10.0 1:80

to

1:400 NASS/WET

FEUCHT/DAMP

Polishing Wand
For the mechanical corrective cleaning of porcelain 
and tile surfaces.

The Polishing Wand is a porcelain and tile cleaner for 
professional use. It solves even the most difficult 
cases. With the Polishing Wand corrective cleaning in 
the sanitary domain is easy - and without chemicals. It 
removes scale build-up, rust and stains from toilets, 
urinals, washing basins, etc.

Box of 12 Pcs.   Art. 760000

n. a. n. a. n. a.

Plastic Cleaner
Streak free cleaner for plastic surfaces.

Plastic Cleaner is an all-purpose cleaner for all plastic 
surfaces, inside or outside. It removes grease, nicotine, 
soot, ballpoint pen, ink and other difficult to remove 
substances.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 580005

4.5 - 5.5 5.0 - 6.0 undiluted

to

1:3
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Limporo - S
Surfactant-free acidic specialty cleaner for hard floors 
and surfaces.

For a highly effective cleaning of pores and surfaces on 
water and acid resistant surfaces, it is especially suited 
for fine stoneware in combination with our microfibre 
pad (Art. 652).

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 588005

3.0 - 4.0 4.0 - 5.0 1:10

to

1:100 NASS/WET

FEUCHT/DAMP

IndoorA i rQua l i t y
RaumLuftQuali tät

IAQ

P
ro

Motor Car Cleaner
Highly alkaline degreaser.
Motor Car Cleaner is a concentrated universal cleaner 
which may be used as an alternative to a cold cleaner. 
The product exhibits excellent cleaning capabilities while 
still being mild in the process – especially when 
confronted with grease and oil. Typical areas of use are 
vehicle cleaning, in workshops, and generally everywhere 
there is strong greasy dirt. This product may be used on 
all materials that are resistant to alkalinity.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 911005

12.0 - 13.0 11.0 - 12.5 1:10

to

1:300

Multi Clean
Classic soap-based damp-mop care.

Multi Clean is a soap based on saponified natural fatty 
acids and modern surfactants, combining the strengths 
of both. It is a suitable damp-mop cleaner and maintainer 
for all alkali-resistant floors.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 590005

11.5 - 12.5 10.5 - 11.5 1:100 FEUCHT/DAMP NASS/WET

Optimex
Ammonia-containing streak-free all-purpose cleaner. 

Optimex is an all-purpose cleaner for all water resistant 
surfaces. It allows for rational and streak-free cleaning 
– a necessity in daily maintenance cleaning.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 521071
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 521005

10.5 - 11.5 9.5 - 10.5 1:100

FEUCHT/DAMP

Limporo - A
Surfactant-free alkaline specialty cleaner for hard floors 
and surfaces.

For a highly effective cleaning of pores and surfaces on 
water and alkali resistant surfaces, it is especially suited 
for fine stoneware in combination with our microfibre 
pad (Art. 652).

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 587005

12.0 - 13.0 11.0 - 12.0 1:10

to

1:100 NASS/WET

FEUCHT/DAMP

IndoorA i rQua l i t y
RaumLuftQuali tät

IAQ

P
ro

Limporo
Surfactant-free specialty cleaner for hard floors and 
surfaces.

For a highly effective cleaning of pores and surfaces on 
water resistant surfaces, it is especially suited for fine 
stoneware in combination with our microfibre pad (Art. 
652).

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 586005

6.0 - 7.0 6.5 - 7.5 1:10

to

1:100

IndoorA i rQua l i t y
RaumLuftQuali tät

IAQ
P

ro

NASS/WET

FEUCHT/DAMP
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Sanitex
Sanitary maintenance cleaner with descaling and odour 
neutralizing properties.

Sanitex removes scale-buildup, rust, cement haze, and 
grease effortlessly and mildly. Its user-friendly ingredients 
ensure thorough cleaning, hygiene, and deodorization 
in the sanitary domain. It is suitable for all sanitary 
installations.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 550071
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 550005

FEUCHT/DAMP

NASS/WET

1.0 - 2.0 1.0 - 3.0 undiluted

to

1:200

R3 Kill Odor®

Odour neutralizing maintenance cleaner.

R3 Kill Odor® is a deodorizing maintenance cleaner that 
has the ability to neutralize smoke odours. This product 
has excellent cleaning and deodorizing properties and 
is suitable for all water-resistant surfaces.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 564005

FEUCHT/DAMP NASS/WET

9.2 - 10.2 8.5 - 9.5 1:10

to

1:20

Rinse Gloss
Manual dish washing detergent.

A liquid detergent for manual dishwashing and cleaning 
other water resistant objects. Its ingredients ensure an 
effective removal of grease. At the same time Rinse Gloss 
gives the dishes a new shine and cares for the hands.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 800005

8.0 - 9.0 7.0 - 8.0 1:200

or

more

R3 Gloss Cleaner
Maintenance cleaner with solvent content for hard floors 
and more.
R3 Gloss Cleaner is a highly effective alcohol-cleaner 
for daily maintenance cleaning. The product cleans 
residue free and leaves a pleasant scent behind. It is 
suited for all water resistant surfaces such as floors, tiles, 
glass, washable walls, doors, heaters, window frames, 
etc.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 573071
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 573005

9.5 - 10.5 8.0 - 10.0 1:80

to

1:400 NASS/WET

FEUCHT/DAMP

Polishing Wand
For the mechanical corrective cleaning of porcelain 
and tile surfaces.

The Polishing Wand is a porcelain and tile cleaner for 
professional use. It solves even the most difficult 
cases. With the Polishing Wand corrective cleaning in 
the sanitary domain is easy - and without chemicals. It 
removes scale build-up, rust and stains from toilets, 
urinals, washing basins, etc.

Box of 12 Pcs.   Art. 760000

n. a. n. a. n. a.

Plastic Cleaner
Streak free cleaner for plastic surfaces.

Plastic Cleaner is an all-purpose cleaner for all plastic 
surfaces, inside or outside. It removes grease, nicotine, 
soot, ballpoint pen, ink and other difficult to remove 
substances.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 580005

4.5 - 5.5 5.0 - 6.0 undiluted

to

1:3
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PROFILINE PRODUCTS FOR CONTRACTORS, GASTRONOMY, AND INDUSTRY
Maintenance, Interval, and Corrective Cleaners for all sectors in contract 
cleaning are available in our ProfiLine.

In addition you will also find specialty products for the gastronomy and 
industry sectors.
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Pre-Spray and Spotlifter
Pre-spray for all water-resistant carpets and upholstery. 

A pre-spray and spot remover for heavily frequented 
areas. This product contains no surfactants. Supports 
the carbonated cleaning with Carbonator®.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 366005
Carbonator® A and Carbonator® B
For bonnet-pad and extraction cleaning of all 
water-resistant carpets and upholstery.
Carbonator® A und B are the two components that form 
carbonated water and which also contain a synergistic 
combination of active ingredients. The mixture is 
pH-neutral and may be applied on all water resistant 
fibres.

Box of 12 x 250g
Carbonator® A   Art. 367081
Carbonator® B   Art. 368081

8.5 - 9.5 n. a. undiluted

n.a. Solution

A and B:

6.5 - 7.5

each

compo-

nent:

1:40

Wax Off
Intensive cleaner for heavily soiled, alkaline-resistant 
surfaces.

Wax Off is an intensive cleaner for the cleaning of 
very dirty water-resistant floors like PVC, stone or tile. 
Its strong cleaning effect allows for the removal of 
wax-based coatings as well.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 540905

11.5 - 12.5 10.5 - 12.0 1:5

to

1:100

Workshop Cleaner
Intensive cleaner with degreasing action for workshops 
and similar areas.

Workshop Cleaner is an alkaline degreaser with low-foam 
characteristics. This product dissolves/emulsifies oil, fat, 
wax and soot from all alkaline resistant surfaces. Its 
diverse active ingredients make it a very flexible and 
versatile intensive cleaner.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 583005

12.0 - 13.0 10.5  - 12.5 1:20

to

1:200

NASS/WET

FEUCHT/DAMP

NASS/WET

FEUCHT/DAMP

Vinegar Cleaner
Acidic all-purpose cleaner with vinegar and gall-soap. 

Vinegar Cleaner is an ideal cleaner for all water-resistant 
surfaces in kitchen, bathroom or toilet. It is suitable for 
cleaning of floors, windows, painted surfaces, tiles, 
chrome, steel, and plastics. It removes scale build-up, 
grease, and water stains. Vinegar Cleaner is also suitable 
for stain removal and hand washing of textiles.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 726005

2.0 - 3.0 2.0 - 5.0 1:1

to

1:100

FEUCHT/DAMP
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PROFILINE PRODUCTS FOR CONTRACTORS, GASTRONOMY, AND INDUSTRY
Maintenance, Interval, and Corrective Cleaners for all sectors in contract 
cleaning are available in our ProfiLine.

In addition you will also find specialty products for the gastronomy and 
industry sectors.
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QUIKDRY® CARPET AND UPHOLSTERY CLEANING WITH CARBONATED WATER
A simple system for carpet and upholstery cleaning. Combine the power of 
carbonated water with a surfactant-free, ph neutral combination of active 
ingredients for effective cleaning.

The Quik-Dry® System may be used in extraction cleaning or alternatively in 
bonnet pad cleaning.
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Tile and Steel Cleaner
Multi-purpose Phosphoric acid based foam cleaner with 
degreasing action. Tile and Steel Cleaner is a specialty 
product for effective cleaning of tiles and equipment in 
food processing. The product removes fat, proteins, 
scale, and rust without problems and is suited for manual 
use, use in high pressure washers, or foam generators. 
The stable, fine foam ensures long working times and 
is easy to rinse off. Surfaces can be cleaned efficiently 
with a minimum of mechanical work.

Box of 2 x 10L   Art. 524010

0.5 - 1.5 1.5 - 2.5 1:20

to

1:100

FEUCHT/DAMP

Scents
Floral, Flower, Lavender, Summer Breeze 
and Lemon

Concentrated scent additive. The Scents are available 
in 5 variations that are for use in any CEBE® Product. 
The scent of the product may thus be adjusted according 
to the customer’s wishes.

Box of 4 x 5L
Art. 69105, 69205, 69405, 69605, 69505

5.0 - 7.5 depends

on the

Cleaning

Agent

1:160

only

Summer

Breeze

and

Lemon

ZUSATZ /
ADDITIVE

FEUCHT/DAMP

Spray Fix
Ready-to-use maintenance cleaner for water-resistant 
surfaces.
Spray Fix is a maintenance cleaner developed 
especially for the professional contract cleaner. This 
product is a ready-to-use solution and may be used 
on all water-resistant surfaces, including glass.  
Through its versatility and ease-of-use it is ideally 
suited for the contract cleaning sector.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 515071
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 515005

9.0 - 10.0 n.a. undiluted

Spray Power
Ready-to-use intensive cleaner for alkaline-resistant 
surfaces.
Spray Power is a ready-to-use intensive cleaner, ideal 
for the building contractor. It supplements the product 
Spray Fix – for all cases that are not solvable by 
Spray Fix. Spray Power is able to remove graffiti, scuff 
and heel marks, grease, felt-tip pen, and more from 
water resistant surfaces like walls and inventory.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 517072
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 517005

11.5 - 12.5 n.a. undiluted

Scent Oil
Scent concentrate for sanitary areas. Scent Oil is a 
concentrated perfume for the sanitary domain. A few 
drops sprinkled in the toilet ensure a long-lasting pleasant 
scent.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 565071

6.5 - 7.5 n.a. undiluted

Scale Clean
Phosphoric acid based scale buildup remover.

Scale Clean is a liquid descaling agent for the removal 
of calcium scale buildup and rust stains in dishwashing 
machines, hot water boilers, and coffee machines.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 563071
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 563005

0.5 - 1.5 1.0 - 3.0 1:10

to

1:100
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PROFILINE PRODUCTS FOR CONTRACTORS, GASTRONOMY, AND INDUSTRY
Maintenance, Interval, and Corrective Cleaners for all sectors in contract 
cleaning are available in our ProfiLine.

In addition you will also find specialty products for the gastronomy and 
industry sectors.
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Pre-Spray and Spotlifter
Pre-spray for all water-resistant carpets and upholstery. 

A pre-spray and spot remover for heavily frequented 
areas. This product contains no surfactants. Supports 
the carbonated cleaning with Carbonator®.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 366005
Carbonator® A and Carbonator® B
For bonnet-pad and extraction cleaning of all 
water-resistant carpets and upholstery.
Carbonator® A und B are the two components that form 
carbonated water and which also contain a synergistic 
combination of active ingredients. The mixture is 
pH-neutral and may be applied on all water resistant 
fibres.

Box of 12 x 250g
Carbonator® A   Art. 367081
Carbonator® B   Art. 368081

8.5 - 9.5 n. a. undiluted

n.a. Solution

A and B:

6.5 - 7.5

each

compo-

nent:

1:40

Wax Off
Intensive cleaner for heavily soiled, alkaline-resistant 
surfaces.

Wax Off is an intensive cleaner for the cleaning of 
very dirty water-resistant floors like PVC, stone or tile. 
Its strong cleaning effect allows for the removal of 
wax-based coatings as well.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 540905

11.5 - 12.5 10.5 - 12.0 1:5

to

1:100

Workshop Cleaner
Intensive cleaner with degreasing action for workshops 
and similar areas.

Workshop Cleaner is an alkaline degreaser with low-foam 
characteristics. This product dissolves/emulsifies oil, fat, 
wax and soot from all alkaline resistant surfaces. Its 
diverse active ingredients make it a very flexible and 
versatile intensive cleaner.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 583005

12.0 - 13.0 10.5  - 12.5 1:20

to

1:200

NASS/WET

FEUCHT/DAMP

NASS/WET

FEUCHT/DAMP

Vinegar Cleaner
Acidic all-purpose cleaner with vinegar and gall-soap. 

Vinegar Cleaner is an ideal cleaner for all water-resistant 
surfaces in kitchen, bathroom or toilet. It is suitable for 
cleaning of floors, windows, painted surfaces, tiles, 
chrome, steel, and plastics. It removes scale build-up, 
grease, and water stains. Vinegar Cleaner is also suitable 
for stain removal and hand washing of textiles.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 726005

2.0 - 3.0 2.0 - 5.0 1:1

to

1:100

FEUCHT/DAMP
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PROFILINE PRODUCTS FOR CONTRACTORS, GASTRONOMY, AND INDUSTRY
Maintenance, Interval, and Corrective Cleaners for all sectors in contract 
cleaning are available in our ProfiLine.

In addition you will also find specialty products for the gastronomy and 
industry sectors.
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QUIKDRY® CARPET AND UPHOLSTERY CLEANING WITH CARBONATED WATER
A simple system for carpet and upholstery cleaning. Combine the power of 
carbonated water with a surfactant-free, ph neutral combination of active 
ingredients for effective cleaning.

The Quik-Dry® System may be used in extraction cleaning or alternatively in 
bonnet pad cleaning.
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SHIELDLINE COATING AND CARE OF HARD FLOORS

Linoclean
Odourless corrective cleaning concentrate for linoleum, 
wood, parquet, and other floor types.

This product is odourless, concentrated and especially 
designed for use on alkali-sensitive floors such as 
linoleum, rubber, and wood.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 542005

Everything for corrective cleaning, coating, maintenance cleaning and care for 
hard floors such as stone, linoleum, cork, PVC, Luxury Vinyl, CV, and rubber.

For coating floors we have a 2-product system which may be used on most 
hard floors: sealer and TOP-coating.

10.5 - 11.5 10.0 - 11.0 1:1

to

1:10

Neutra Shield
Damp-mop care with acrylate content for all floors coated 
with ShieldLine products.
May also be used as a universal damp-mop care. Neutra 
Shield is a maintenance cleaner, developed for the care 
of ShieldLine coatings.  The product contains a balanced 
combination of surfactants and acrylates which have a 
cleaning and restoring effect on the coating. By varying 
the dilution ratio one can influence the thickness of the 
protective layer, which may be polished.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 660005
Parquet Care
A care for untreated, sealed, waxed, or oiled parquet. 

This product is for all oilable floors. Maintenance 
cleaning and care are performed using Wachs Matt or 
Wachs Gloss.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 711071
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 711005
Spray Shield
Polymer-based damp-mop care for maintaining sealed 
and coated floors.

Spray Shield is a combination of high-gloss acrylates, 
wetting agents, and surface active agents. The product 
is suited for spray cleaning and as an additive for damp- 
mopping. The resulting film may be polished with a 
high-speed machine.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 593005
Top Shield
Highly durable, water, and alcohol-resistant coating 
with moderate gloss.

Top Shield is a modern coating that does not put a 
wet-look gloss in first place but instead resistance and 
durability. This leads to a long-lasting coating which is 
easy to polish. Suitable as a top coating for floors that 
have been treated with UniSeal.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 622005

UniSeal
Sealer for hard floors and a repair for strongly worn 
linoleum floors. A universal sealer for concrete, stone 
(except for highly polished granite), fine stoneware, 
cotto, PVC, untreated wood, or parquet. UniSeal 
contains a unique combination of 
polyurethane/acrylate/wax which even lets heavily 
worn linoleum appear in a new gloss. After applying 
UniSeal one may use Floor Shield or Top Shield for a 
wet-look or high gloss coating which may be polished 
and renewed.
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 623005

7.5 - 8.5 7.0 - 8.0 1:10

to

1:100

n. a. n. a. undiluted

8.0 - 9.0 7.5 - 9.0 undiluted

to

1:50

8.5 - 9.5 n. a. undiluted

8.5 - 9.5 n. a. undiluted
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QUIKDRY® CARPET AND UPHOLSTERY CLEANING WITH CARBONATED WATER

SHIELDLINE COATING AND CARE OF HARD FLOORS

Power Protect
Concentrated stain protector for dilution or as an 
additive to the Carbonator® solution.
This product is water-based and contains a Polymer 
which was specifically developed for stain protection 
on carpets. It leaves an invisible layer on the fibre 
which prevents stains from penetrating into it. Soil and 
stains remain on the surface making them easier to 
remove.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 312071
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 312005

A simple system for carpet and upholstery cleaning. Combine the power of 
carbonated water with a surfactant-free, ph neutral combination of active 
ingredients for effective cleaning.

The Quik-Dry® System may be used in extraction cleaning or alternatively in 
bonnet pad cleaning.

7.0 - 8.0 6.5 - 8.0 1:4 with

Carbonator

Solution

or

water

Soil Shield AAA
Concentrated resoiling stop for dilution or as an 
additive to the Carbonator® solution.

This product was formulated with an acrylate that has 
the ability to fill the pores on the fibres and thereby 
prevents soil from penetrating into it.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 31171
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 31105

CEBE® Gloss
Acrylate-based damp-mop care with cleaning effect. 

CEBE® Gloss is a damp-mop care and cleaner which is 
suited for all water-resistant floors. By applying it once 
and continuing to use it for maintenance a high gloss, 
resistant film is built up that protects the floor and lets it 
shine like new.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 592005
Double Power
Highly concentrated corrective cleaner for all alkaline 
resistant floors.

This product is an odourless, concentrated, highly 
alkaline corrective cleaner for all floor types except 
wood, rubber, and linoleum. Its high alkalinity ensures 
that even the toughest coatings and dirt are removed 
effectively.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 541005
Floor Shield
Coating for PVC/CV, rubber, and linoleum floors.

Floor Shield is a floor coating that obtains an optimal 
wet-look gloss and density of film with high-speed 
buffing.  This product is suitable for all flooring made of 
plastic as well as rubber and linoleum. It may be used 
directly or as a top coat for floors that have been 
sealed using UniSeal.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 630005

7.0 - 8.0 n.a. 1:4 with

Carbonator

Solution

or

water

9.0 - 10.0 8.0 - 10.0 undiluted

to

1:16

12.5 - 13.5 11.5 - 13.5 1:1

to

1:20

8.0 - 9.0 n. a. undiluted
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Everything for corrective cleaning, coating, maintenance cleaning and care for 
hard floors such as stone, linoleum, cork, PVC, Luxury Vinyl, CV, and rubber.

For coating floors we have a 2-product system which may be used on most 
hard floors: sealer and TOP-coating.

ZUSATZ /
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SHIELDLINE COATING AND CARE OF HARD FLOORS

Linoclean
Odourless corrective cleaning concentrate for linoleum, 
wood, parquet, and other floor types.

This product is odourless, concentrated and especially 
designed for use on alkali-sensitive floors such as 
linoleum, rubber, and wood.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 542005

Everything for corrective cleaning, coating, maintenance cleaning and care for 
hard floors such as stone, linoleum, cork, PVC, Luxury Vinyl, CV, and rubber.

For coating floors we have a 2-product system which may be used on most 
hard floors: sealer and TOP-coating.

10.5 - 11.5 10.0 - 11.0 1:1

to

1:10

Neutra Shield
Damp-mop care with acrylate content for all floors coated 
with ShieldLine products.
May also be used as a universal damp-mop care. Neutra 
Shield is a maintenance cleaner, developed for the care 
of ShieldLine coatings.  The product contains a balanced 
combination of surfactants and acrylates which have a 
cleaning and restoring effect on the coating. By varying 
the dilution ratio one can influence the thickness of the 
protective layer, which may be polished.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 660005
Parquet Care
A care for untreated, sealed, waxed, or oiled parquet. 

This product is for all oilable floors. Maintenance 
cleaning and care are performed using Wachs Matt or 
Wachs Gloss.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 711071
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 711005
Spray Shield
Polymer-based damp-mop care for maintaining sealed 
and coated floors.

Spray Shield is a combination of high-gloss acrylates, 
wetting agents, and surface active agents. The product 
is suited for spray cleaning and as an additive for damp- 
mopping. The resulting film may be polished with a 
high-speed machine.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 593005
Top Shield
Highly durable, water, and alcohol-resistant coating 
with moderate gloss.

Top Shield is a modern coating that does not put a 
wet-look gloss in first place but instead resistance and 
durability. This leads to a long-lasting coating which is 
easy to polish. Suitable as a top coating for floors that 
have been treated with UniSeal.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 622005

UniSeal
Sealer for hard floors and a repair for strongly worn 
linoleum floors. A universal sealer for concrete, stone 
(except for highly polished granite), fine stoneware, 
cotto, PVC, untreated wood, or parquet. UniSeal 
contains a unique combination of 
polyurethane/acrylate/wax which even lets heavily 
worn linoleum appear in a new gloss. After applying 
UniSeal one may use Floor Shield or Top Shield for a 
wet-look or high gloss coating which may be polished 
and renewed.
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 623005

7.5 - 8.5 7.0 - 8.0 1:10

to

1:100

n. a. n. a. undiluted

8.0 - 9.0 7.5 - 9.0 undiluted

to

1:50

8.5 - 9.5 n. a. undiluted

8.5 - 9.5 n. a. undiluted
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SMOKELINE PRODUCTS FOR FIRE DAMAGE RESTORATION

Desaster Clean
Neutral intensive cleaner - especially for fire damage 
restoration.

pH-neutral solvent-containing cleaner for porous and 
sensitive surfaces. Encapsulates the soot and emulsifies 
fatty residues.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 95005

6.5 - 7.5 6.5 - 7.5 1:10

to

1:50

Electro Cleaner- O
Non-conducting cleaner for electronic parts in fire 
damage restoration.

Solvent-based specialty cleaner for electronic parts. Its 
formulation makes it non-conductive thereby allowing 
time-saving application (no complete drying necessary) 
when chloride contaminations are not present.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 94405

n. a. n. a. undiluted

max. 25°C

12.5 - 13.5Electro Cleaner - W
Water-based cleaner for electronic parts in fire damage 
restoration.

Alkaline water-based specialty cleaner for electronic 
parts. This product is used instead of Electro Cleaner-O 
whenever chloride contamination is present.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 94105

12.0 - 13.0 1:30

max. 50°C

Cold Cleaner
Solvent-based metal cleaner.

A solvent-based metal and surface cleaner. For the 
effective removal of soot, dust, oil, and fat on metals and 
metallic surfaces.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 102005

n. a. n. a. undiluted

max. 50°C

Complex Deruster
Mild rust remover for the restoration of metal and machine 
parts.

Complex Deruster is a weakly acidic cleaner based on 
citric acid for mild derusting action. It is used everywere 
there are high demands on tolerances of metals and 
metal parts.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 97905

3.0 - 4.0 4.0 - 5.0 1:1

to

1:5 max. 50°C

Conserver
Specialty product for protection from corrosion during 
temporary storage in the restoration process.

Conserver is a corrosion inhibitor and water displacer. 
After the solvent evaporates it leaves behind a 
protective film for temporary storage. With one litre of 
Conserver approximately 100 – 150 m2 surface may 
be protected.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 97405

n. a. n. a. undiluted

max. 50°C

From an alkaline specialty cleaner for the removal of soot and toxic contami-
nations as well as neutralization to a special conserver based on natural oils 
this product line has everything for fire damage restoration.

In addition we have specialty products for restoration of electronics and the 
sealing of surfaces where cleaning is difficult or impossible.
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SHIELDLINE COATING AND CARE OF HARD FLOORS

UniSeal Matt
Slightly matt sealer for hard floors and a repair for 
strongly worn linoleum floors.

A universal sealer for concrete, stone (except for 
highly polished granite), fine stone ware, cotto, PVC, 
untreated wood or parquet. UniSeal Matt contains a 
unique combination of polyurethane/acrylate/wax 
which even lets heavily worn linoleum appear in a 
new silky matt gloss.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 624005

Everything for corrective cleaning, coating, maintenance cleaning and care for 
hard floors such as stone, linoleum, cork, PVC, Luxury Vinyl, CV, and rubber.

For coating floors we have a 2-product system which may be used on most 
hard floors: sealer and TOP-coating.

8.5 - 9.5 n. a. undiluted

Wachs Gloss
Wax emulsion for hard floors with a high gloss.

Wachs Gloss is a high-gloss floor care product for wood, 
cork, parquet, and linoleum floors. It can be polished 
with any floor machine or may be used in the spray 
cleaning process. It is especially suited for daily care of 
sealed, waxed, or oiled parquet.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 690005
Wachs Matt
Wax emulsion for hard floors with a silky gloss.

Wachs Matt is a floor care product with a silky matte 
gloss for wood, cork, and linoleum floors. It may be 
polished with any floor machine or be applied by 
spray-cleaner method. It is especially suited for daily 
care of sealed, waxed, or oiled parquet.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 691005

Alkaline Smoke and Soot Cleaner
Cleaner for all alkaline-resistant materials and surfaces 
with neutralizing effect after fire damage.

A strong alkaline cleaner and neutralizer for all alkaline 
resistant surfaces like cement, stone, metal, etc.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 94505

Cebazym
pH-neutral cleaner for all water-resistant surfaces - suited 
for fire damage restoration and in gastronomy and food 
processing as the enzyme action provides excellent 
degreasing properties. May also be used in ultrasonic 
baths. An enzymatic foam cleaner which removes smoke 
and soot residues and greasy/oily dirt from porous 
materials such as plastics and other water-resistant 
surfaces.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 860005

8.5 - 9.5 8.0 - 9.5 undiluted

to

1:2

8.5 - 9.5 8.0 - 9.5 undiluted

to

1:2

12.0 - 13.0 10.5 - 12.5 1:1

to

1:30

7.5 - 8.5 7.0 - 8.0 1:10

to

1:100
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HIGH-SPEEDFEUCHT/DAMP

FEUCHT/DAMP

FEUCHT/DAMP

SMOKELINE PRODUCTS FOR FIRE DAMAGE RESTORATION
From an alkaline specialty cleaner for the removal of soot and toxic contami-
nations as well as neutralization to a special conserver based on natural oils 
this product line has everything for fire damage restoration.

In addition we have specialty products for restoration of electronics and the 
sealing of surfaces where cleaning is difficult or impossible.

NASS/WET

FEUCHT/DAMP
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SMOKELINE PRODUCTS FOR FIRE DAMAGE RESTORATION

Desaster Clean
Neutral intensive cleaner - especially for fire damage 
restoration.

pH-neutral solvent-containing cleaner for porous and 
sensitive surfaces. Encapsulates the soot and emulsifies 
fatty residues.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 95005

6.5 - 7.5 6.5 - 7.5 1:10

to

1:50

Electro Cleaner- O
Non-conducting cleaner for electronic parts in fire 
damage restoration.

Solvent-based specialty cleaner for electronic parts. Its 
formulation makes it non-conductive thereby allowing 
time-saving application (no complete drying necessary) 
when chloride contaminations are not present.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 94405

n. a. n. a. undiluted

max. 25°C

12.5 - 13.5Electro Cleaner - W
Water-based cleaner for electronic parts in fire damage 
restoration.

Alkaline water-based specialty cleaner for electronic 
parts. This product is used instead of Electro Cleaner-O 
whenever chloride contamination is present.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 94105

12.0 - 13.0 1:30

max. 50°C

Cold Cleaner
Solvent-based metal cleaner.

A solvent-based metal and surface cleaner. For the 
effective removal of soot, dust, oil, and fat on metals and 
metallic surfaces.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 102005

n. a. n. a. undiluted

max. 50°C

Complex Deruster
Mild rust remover for the restoration of metal and machine 
parts.

Complex Deruster is a weakly acidic cleaner based on 
citric acid for mild derusting action. It is used everywere 
there are high demands on tolerances of metals and 
metal parts.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 97905

3.0 - 4.0 4.0 - 5.0 1:1

to

1:5 max. 50°C

Conserver
Specialty product for protection from corrosion during 
temporary storage in the restoration process.

Conserver is a corrosion inhibitor and water displacer. 
After the solvent evaporates it leaves behind a 
protective film for temporary storage. With one litre of 
Conserver approximately 100 – 150 m2 surface may 
be protected.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 97405

n. a. n. a. undiluted

max. 50°C

From an alkaline specialty cleaner for the removal of soot and toxic contami-
nations as well as neutralization to a special conserver based on natural oils 
this product line has everything for fire damage restoration.

In addition we have specialty products for restoration of electronics and the 
sealing of surfaces where cleaning is difficult or impossible.
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SMOKELINE PRODUCTS FOR FIRE DAMAGE RESTORATION

Wood Creme Restorer
Cleaning, caring, and deodorizing paste for untreated 
wood surfaces.

Removes smoke and soot residues from the pores of 
porous surfaces such as wood, cork, etc. with 
follow-up care effect.

Box of 12 x 800g   Art. 90008
Box of 4 x 4,5Kg   Art. 90095

n. a. at

10g/l

water

7.5 - 8.5

undiluted

Standard Detail Cleaner
Detail cleaner for all water-resistant surfaces in fire 
damage restoration.

This product with its gentle but effective ingredients 
may be used for touch-up or final detail cleaning on all 
water resistant surfaces. Standard Detail Cleaner 
removes dust, grease and more from glass and other 
hard surfaces like window frames, lacquered surfaces, 
plastic coated furniture, lamps, etc. 

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 104005

9.0 - 10.0 8.5 - 10.0 undiluted

to

1:10

Steel Clean
Intensive cleaner and rust remover for stainless steel 
and other metals.

A weak-foaming phosphoric acid-based cleaner for the 
removal of contaminants on stainless steel surfaces. 
Steel Clean has strong rust and water-residue removing 
abilities.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 95105

0.5 - 1.5 0.5 - 2.5 undiluted

to

1:50 max. 50°C

Super Special Cleaner
Highly concentrated corrective and intensive cleaner.

A highly concentrated power cleaner for all alkaline 
resistant surfaces. Even the most difficult cleaning 
problems are solved with the Super Special Cleaner.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 101005

13.0 - 14.0 12.0 - 14.0 1:1

to

1:100

NASS/WET

From an alkaline specialty cleaner for the removal of soot and toxic contami-
nations as well as neutralization to a special conserver based on natural oils 
this product line has everything for fire damage restoration.

In addition we have specialty products for restoration of electronics and the 
sealing of surfaces where cleaning is difficult or impossible.

31

Smoke Box
So that you know how and with what directly on site: 11 of our proven products for 
fire and smoke damage restoration in a handy case. PLUS: our Chemical Sponge 
and our Chloride Quicktest as well as all Product Data Sheets.

Contents:
Alkaline Smoke and Soot Cleaner: for normal soot contamination.
Smoke Clean: for chloride removal/neutralization and normal to heavy soot 
contamination.
Super Special Cleaner: for the impossible cases.
Desaster Clean: for wood and other alkaline sensitive surfaces/construction materials.
Cebazym: pH-neutral with enzymes against oily contamination and for ultrasound 
treatment.
Neutral Cleaner: for light duty cleaning.
Standard Detail Cleaner: for final/detail cleaning.
Shila Sheine: for metals - cleans and cares simultaneously.
Wood Creme Restorer: for untreated wood surfaces.
Steel Clean: highly effective cleaner for steel (also for use in baths).
Cold Cleaner: Degreaser and cleaner for metals (also for use in baths).
Chemical Sponge: for dry soot removal especially on moisture sensitive 
surfaces/materials.
Chloride Quicktest: for fast, qualitative, determination of chloride contamination.
Distilled Water: for the application of the Chloride Quicktest.

Piece            Art. 95401
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SMOKELINE PRODUCTS FOR FIRE DAMAGE RESTORATION

Smoke Clean
Alkaline fire damage cleaner.

Alkaline cleaner and neutralizer for all alkaline-resistant 
hard surfaces. Removes extreme smoke and soot 
residues. Neutralizes hydrochloric acid residues. Binds 
and disperses toxic residues such as dioxanes, furanes, 
etc. that may occur during a fire.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 94005

12.0 - 13.0 11.5 - 12.5 1:6

to

1:30

Manophos
Rust remover, degreaser, bonderizer. 

A strong, acidic cleaner with high rust, soil, and fat 
removing abilities. This product may also be used as a 
manual bonderizer.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 93805

0.5 - 1.5 depends

on

dilution

ratio

see

label

max. 50°C

Neutral Cleaner
Neutral cleaner with a pleasant, fresh lemon scent.

A cleaner for lightly soiled, water-resistant surfaces. 
The neutral pH-value ensures gentle cleaning, the 
high content of surface active agents results in a high 
yield.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 572005

6.5 - 7.5 6.5 - 7.5 1:10

to

1:100

FEUCHT/DAMP

NASS/WET

OEL 100A
Oil/Oil heater damage restoration product.

OEL 100A makes an effective removal on a variety of 
surfaces possible followed by complete separation and 
efficient disposal. This product is a fast emulsifier but 
the emulsion is only stable for a brief time. This allows 
for an effective removal of the oil with easy separation 
and suitable disposal.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 121005

6.5 - 7.5 6.5 - 7.5 1:50

to

1:100

SootFix
Soot binder.

Loose soot is fixated by applying Soot Fix. Smearing 
and circulation of soot is thereby prevented. This is 
especially advantageous in areas where removal is 
difficult or not possible.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 95505

8.5 - 9.5 n. a. undiluted NASS/WET

Shila Sheine
Metal cleaner and care based on a solvent/oil mixture. 

A cleaning and neutralizing care product for all metals 
that are at risk to corrosion.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 93071
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 93005

n. a. n. a. undiluted

From an alkaline specialty cleaner for the removal of soot and toxic contami-
nations as well as neutralization to a special conserver based on natural oils 
this product line has everything for fire damage restoration.

In addition we have specialty products for restoration of electronics and the 
sealing of surfaces where cleaning is difficult or impossible.
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SMOKELINE PRODUCTS FOR FIRE DAMAGE RESTORATION

Wood Creme Restorer
Cleaning, caring, and deodorizing paste for untreated 
wood surfaces.

Removes smoke and soot residues from the pores of 
porous surfaces such as wood, cork, etc. with 
follow-up care effect.

Box of 12 x 800g   Art. 90008
Box of 4 x 4,5Kg   Art. 90095

n. a. at

10g/l

water

7.5 - 8.5

undiluted

Standard Detail Cleaner
Detail cleaner for all water-resistant surfaces in fire 
damage restoration.

This product with its gentle but effective ingredients 
may be used for touch-up or final detail cleaning on all 
water resistant surfaces. Standard Detail Cleaner 
removes dust, grease and more from glass and other 
hard surfaces like window frames, lacquered surfaces, 
plastic coated furniture, lamps, etc. 

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 104005

9.0 - 10.0 8.5 - 10.0 undiluted

to

1:10

Steel Clean
Intensive cleaner and rust remover for stainless steel 
and other metals.

A weak-foaming phosphoric acid-based cleaner for the 
removal of contaminants on stainless steel surfaces. 
Steel Clean has strong rust and water-residue removing 
abilities.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 95105

0.5 - 1.5 0.5 - 2.5 undiluted

to

1:50 max. 50°C

Super Special Cleaner
Highly concentrated corrective and intensive cleaner.

A highly concentrated power cleaner for all alkaline 
resistant surfaces. Even the most difficult cleaning 
problems are solved with the Super Special Cleaner.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 101005

13.0 - 14.0 12.0 - 14.0 1:1

to

1:100

NASS/WET

From an alkaline specialty cleaner for the removal of soot and toxic contami-
nations as well as neutralization to a special conserver based on natural oils 
this product line has everything for fire damage restoration.

In addition we have specialty products for restoration of electronics and the 
sealing of surfaces where cleaning is difficult or impossible.

31

Smoke Box
So that you know how and with what directly on site: 11 of our proven products for 
fire and smoke damage restoration in a handy case. PLUS: our Chemical Sponge 
and our Chloride Quicktest as well as all Product Data Sheets.

Contents:
Alkaline Smoke and Soot Cleaner: for normal soot contamination.
Smoke Clean: for chloride removal/neutralization and normal to heavy soot 
contamination.
Super Special Cleaner: for the impossible cases.
Desaster Clean: for wood and other alkaline sensitive surfaces/construction materials.
Cebazym: pH-neutral with enzymes against oily contamination and for ultrasound 
treatment.
Neutral Cleaner: for light duty cleaning.
Standard Detail Cleaner: for final/detail cleaning.
Shila Sheine: for metals - cleans and cares simultaneously.
Wood Creme Restorer: for untreated wood surfaces.
Steel Clean: highly effective cleaner for steel (also for use in baths).
Cold Cleaner: Degreaser and cleaner for metals (also for use in baths).
Chemical Sponge: for dry soot removal especially on moisture sensitive 
surfaces/materials.
Chloride Quicktest: for fast, qualitative, determination of chloride contamination.
Distilled Water: for the application of the Chloride Quicktest.

Piece            Art. 95401
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SPOTTINGLINE PRODUCTS FOR STAIN REMOVAL

Spot-Absorber
Powder for absorbing stains and stain remover, especially 
from moisture sensitive fabrics.

Spot-Absorber is a special mineral powder which has 
the characteristic of absorbing moisture and stains 
instantly. This prevents damage of fibres and facilitates 
the removal of stains. Its ability to absorb moisture 
instantly also makes Spot-Absorber an ideal finishing 
tool for upholstery cleaning.

Box of 12 x 150g   Art. 50221

n.a. n. a. undiluted

Spot-Gel
Spot-Gel is a special product, solvent-based, which, due 
to its special construction, becomes a gel upon contact 
with the surface. This avoids the usual problems 
associated with using a solvent-based spotter on carpet. 
Spot-Gel is for the removal of fresh paint, asphalt, ink, 
oil, graffiti, crayon, coloured marker, felt tipped pen, 
grease, wax, glue, residues, heel marks, and other, 
difficult to remove, solvent-based stains.

Box of 12 x 0,5L   Art. 50151

n. a. n. a. undiluted

Spot-Solv
Solvent-based all-purpose stain remover for carpets 
and upholstery.

The solvent-based stain remover with a pleasant 
smell. The combination of natural solvents solves 
stain problems that may not be solved with a 
water-based product.

Box of 12 x 0,5L   Art. 51352
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 51305

n. a. n. a. undiluted

Rust Stain Remover
Rust stain remover for carpets, upholstery and other 
textiles.

A highly effective product for the removal of rust 
stains!  The active ingredient initializes a chemical 
neutralization of  the stain, making it invisible.  The 
product works fast, with excellent results!

Box of 12 x 0,5L   Art. 53052
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 53005

6.5 - 7.5 n. a. undiluted
IndoorA i rQua l i t y
RaumLuftQuali tät

IAQ

P
ro

GummiEx
Viscous chewing gum remover for carpet, upholstery, 
and other textiles.

A revolutionary chewing gum remover which loosens 
the chewing gum from the carpet in order to prepare it 
for mechanical removal using the special brush or a 
soft scrubbing pad.  It may be used on carpets, rugs, 
upholstery, textiles, curtains, and hard surfaces.

Box of 12 Sets    Art. 52299
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 52205

n.a. n. a. undiluted

Whether all-purpose stain removers on an aqueous basis or solvent-based or 
a stain remover for a certain type of stain: you will find the solution in our 
SpottingLine.

And for a professional appearance we offer two choices: our ready-to-use 
products in a handy plastic case (our Destainer) and alternatively a collection 
of base chemicals and accessories in the same handy plastic case (our 
Spotting Kit).
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Fleck Weg
Neutral, water-based, all-purpose stain remover for 
carpets and upholstery.
Fleck Weg is an allround spotting agent which is able 
to remove a great variety of stains. It is especially 
effective in removing fat and protein containing stains 
as well as mineral oil.  The product is suitable for 
removing stains from carpets, upholstery, and other 
textiles of all fibre and fabric types.

Box of 12 x 0,5L   Art. 51052
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 51005

6.7 - 7.7 n. a. undiluted

SPOTTINGLINE PRODUCTS FOR STAIN REMOVAL

Fleckenblitz
Solvent-based stain remover for carpets and 
upholstery.

It removes solvent-based stains such as glue residue 
from labels, fats, oils, tar, make-up, lipstick, fresh 
paint, shoe polish, scuff marks, graffiti, and wax. The 
product is suited for the removal of stains on all 
solvent resistant surfaces.

Box of 12 x 300ml  Art. 51100

n. a. n. a. undiluted

Coffee Stain Off
Special coffee stain remover for coffee stains on 
synthetic fibres and textiles.
A specialty product for the removal of coffee and other 
tannin-containing stains, especially for synthetic fibres. 
Through a special ingredient the stain is bleached 
away.

Set of 2 x 1L   Art. 50599

A:

11.0 - 12.0

B:

1.0 - 2.0

7.0 - 8.0 Mix

A and B

1:1

Chewing Gum Remover
Deep-freeze chewing gum remover.

A specialty product which allows the removal of chewing 
gum from carpets and other surfaces, even if it has been 
tread in deep. This product utilizes the property of rubber 
like substances to become hard and brittle at low 
temperatures in order to allow removal.

Box of 12 x 500ml  Art. 52000

n. a. n. a. undiluted

Coffee Stain Remover
Special stain remover for tannin-based stains on carpets, 
upholstery, and other textiles.

A specialty product for the removal of coffee and other 
tannin-containing stains, especially on natural fibres.  
Through its special active ingredient the coffee stain is 
reduced to invisibility.

Box of 12 x 0,5L   Art. 50051
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 50005

3.5 - 4.5 n. a. undiluted

Whether all-purpose stain removers on an aqueous basis or solvent-based or 
a stain remover for a certain type of stain: you will find the solution in our 
SpottingLine.

And for a professional appearance we offer two choices: our ready-to-use 
products in a handy plastic case (our Destainer) and alternatively a collection 
of base chemicals and accessories in the same handy plastic case (our 
Spotting Kit).
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Destainer
This easy to handle case contains all our easy to use stain removal products. 
In addition it contains a spotting brush to help with the removal, a special 
brush for the removal of chewing gum on carpet,  as well as our CEBE® Stain 
Navigator - equipped with this the application of the products in the Destainer 
is as easy as 1-2-3. 

Contents of the  Destainer:
• BioFresh
• Spot-Absorber
• Spot-Gel
• Fleck Weg
• Fleckenblitz
• Coffee Stain Remover
• Acidic Pre-Spray
• Rust Stain Remover
• GummiEx Set
• Chewing Gum Remover
• Spotting Brush
• Stain Navigator

Piece      Art. 53301
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SPOTTINGLINE PRODUCTS FOR STAIN REMOVAL

Spot-Absorber
Powder for absorbing stains and stain remover, especially 
from moisture sensitive fabrics.

Spot-Absorber is a special mineral powder which has 
the characteristic of absorbing moisture and stains 
instantly. This prevents damage of fibres and facilitates 
the removal of stains. Its ability to absorb moisture 
instantly also makes Spot-Absorber an ideal finishing 
tool for upholstery cleaning.

Box of 12 x 150g   Art. 50221

n.a. n. a. undiluted

Spot-Gel
Spot-Gel is a special product, solvent-based, which, due 
to its special construction, becomes a gel upon contact 
with the surface. This avoids the usual problems 
associated with using a solvent-based spotter on carpet. 
Spot-Gel is for the removal of fresh paint, asphalt, ink, 
oil, graffiti, crayon, coloured marker, felt tipped pen, 
grease, wax, glue, residues, heel marks, and other, 
difficult to remove, solvent-based stains.

Box of 12 x 0,5L   Art. 50151

n. a. n. a. undiluted

Spot-Solv
Solvent-based all-purpose stain remover for carpets 
and upholstery.

The solvent-based stain remover with a pleasant 
smell. The combination of natural solvents solves 
stain problems that may not be solved with a 
water-based product.

Box of 12 x 0,5L   Art. 51352
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 51305

n. a. n. a. undiluted

Rust Stain Remover
Rust stain remover for carpets, upholstery and other 
textiles.

A highly effective product for the removal of rust 
stains!  The active ingredient initializes a chemical 
neutralization of  the stain, making it invisible.  The 
product works fast, with excellent results!

Box of 12 x 0,5L   Art. 53052
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 53005

6.5 - 7.5 n. a. undiluted
IndoorA i rQua l i t y
RaumLuftQuali tät

IAQ

P
ro

GummiEx
Viscous chewing gum remover for carpet, upholstery, 
and other textiles.

A revolutionary chewing gum remover which loosens 
the chewing gum from the carpet in order to prepare it 
for mechanical removal using the special brush or a 
soft scrubbing pad.  It may be used on carpets, rugs, 
upholstery, textiles, curtains, and hard surfaces.

Box of 12 Sets    Art. 52299
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 52205

n.a. n. a. undiluted

Whether all-purpose stain removers on an aqueous basis or solvent-based or 
a stain remover for a certain type of stain: you will find the solution in our 
SpottingLine.

And for a professional appearance we offer two choices: our ready-to-use 
products in a handy plastic case (our Destainer) and alternatively a collection 
of base chemicals and accessories in the same handy plastic case (our 
Spotting Kit).
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Fleck Weg
Neutral, water-based, all-purpose stain remover for 
carpets and upholstery.
Fleck Weg is an allround spotting agent which is able 
to remove a great variety of stains. It is especially 
effective in removing fat and protein containing stains 
as well as mineral oil.  The product is suitable for 
removing stains from carpets, upholstery, and other 
textiles of all fibre and fabric types.

Box of 12 x 0,5L   Art. 51052
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 51005

6.7 - 7.7 n. a. undiluted



STONELINE PRODUCTS FOR STONE FLOORS

Crystal Gloss
Wax-free crystallizer for calcium-based stone floors and 
surfaces. Crystal Gloss is a crystallizing agent for 
calcium-based stones. Its application on these types of 
surfaces causes a chemical reaction which results in 
the formation of a glass like surface which protects the 
stone and gives it gloss. Slight scratches and marks in 
the surface of the stone can be removed by crystallizing 
the surface with Crystal Gloss..  One liter ofCrystal Gloss 
may be used for up to 30m2.
Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 647072
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 647005

From polishing to crystallizing as well as maintenance and care: our           
StoneLine offers the right products.

We also offer a polishing powder for non calcium-based stone floors.

1.5 - 2.5 n. a. undiluted

Stone Kleen
Streakfree universal cleaner for stone surfaces.

Stone Kleen is a highly concentrated, pH-neutral, and 
residue-free stone surface maintenance cleaner 
which cleans the stone surfaces caringly.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 648071
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 648005
Stone Soap
Natural soap-based damp-mop care for stone 
surfaces.

Stone Soap is a damp-mop care on a soap basis.  
The product is highly concentrated to remove even 
tough dirt.  In addition Stone Soap is well-suited as an 
additive when grinding and honing stone surfaces to 
extend the lifetime of the diamonds.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 649071
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 649005
Stonetek
Protector for stone surfaces.

Stonetek is a water-based protector for all stone surfaces. 
The impregnation of the surface ensures that the surface 
is protected from water- and oil-based dirt and stains on 
a long term basis.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 644071
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 644005

9.0 - 10.0 8.0 - 9.0 1:100

11.5 - 12.5 10.5 - 11.5 1:100

5.5 - 6.5 n. a. undiluted
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SPOTTINGLINE PRODUCTS FOR STAIN REMOVAL

Stain & Tar Remover
Solvent-based stain remover for carpets and 
upholstery.

It removes solvent-based stains such as glue residue 
from labels, fats, oils, tar, make-up, lipstick, fresh 
paint, shoe polish, scuff marks, graffiti, and wax. The 
product is suited for the removal of stains on all 
solvent resistant surfaces.

Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 723005

n.a. n. a. undiluted

Spotting Brush
A special brush with the right strength nylon bristles 
and a wooden grip.

Piece    Art. 42000

Whether all-purpose stain removers on an aqueous basis or solvent-based or 
a stain remover for a certain type of stain: you will find the solution in our 
SpottingLine.

And for a professional appearance we offer two choices: our ready-to-use 
products in a handy plastic case (our Destainer) and alternatively a collection 
of base chemicals and accessories in the same handy plastic case (our 
Spotting Kit).

Steel Brush
Special brush for the use of our chewing gum remover 
GummiEx. Also suitable for cleaning the jets on floor 
and hand tools that are obstructed.

Piece    Art. 8039
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STONELINE PRODUCTS FOR STONE FLOORS

Crystal Gloss
Wax-free crystallizer for calcium-based stone floors and 
surfaces. Crystal Gloss is a crystallizing agent for 
calcium-based stones. Its application on these types of 
surfaces causes a chemical reaction which results in 
the formation of a glass like surface which protects the 
stone and gives it gloss. Slight scratches and marks in 
the surface of the stone can be removed by crystallizing 
the surface with Crystal Gloss..  One liter ofCrystal Gloss 
may be used for up to 30m2.
Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 647072
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 647005

From polishing to crystallizing as well as maintenance and care: our           
StoneLine offers the right products.

We also offer a polishing powder for non calcium-based stone floors.

1.5 - 2.5 n. a. undiluted

Stone Kleen
Streakfree universal cleaner for stone surfaces.

Stone Kleen is a highly concentrated, pH-neutral, and 
residue-free stone surface maintenance cleaner 
which cleans the stone surfaces caringly.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 648071
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 648005
Stone Soap
Natural soap-based damp-mop care for stone 
surfaces.

Stone Soap is a damp-mop care on a soap basis.  
The product is highly concentrated to remove even 
tough dirt.  In addition Stone Soap is well-suited as an 
additive when grinding and honing stone surfaces to 
extend the lifetime of the diamonds.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 649071
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 649005
Stonetek
Protector for stone surfaces.

Stonetek is a water-based protector for all stone surfaces. 
The impregnation of the surface ensures that the surface 
is protected from water- and oil-based dirt and stains on 
a long term basis.

Box of 12 x 1L   Art. 644071
Box of 4 x 5L   Art. 644005

9.0 - 10.0 8.0 - 9.0 1:100

11.5 - 12.5 10.5 - 11.5 1:100

5.5 - 6.5 n. a. undiluted
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MACHINES
CATINET - Measuring Table MI-322
Patented worldwide by the manufacturer: The measuring table MI-32 is suited 
for the rug and mat washer who handles more than 100 rugs or mats per day. 
The measuring table enables the user to measure rugs and mats quickly, roll 
them up and have them ready for the next step. The time saved leads to a quick 
amortisation of this novelty - 100 rugs per hour or more! The calculation is easy 
and makes sense.

Piece      Art. 230000

CATINET - Spin Dryer
CE-250-L, CE-350-L und CE-450-L
These spin dryers ensure a thorough removal of moisture from the rug so that 
only the capillary moisture remains in the rug which is then removed by drying 
in a drying chamber with heat and convection. The design is, as with the dusting 
unit and washing unit, ergonomic and user-friendly. The spin dryer consists of 
high-quality AINSI 304 stainless steel, which is resistant to moisture and 
detergents. This construction has also been designed to minimise maintenance.

Piece      Art. 232000

CATINET - Dusting Machine
PO-322 und PO-422
The duster consists of 2 components: the shaking unit and the vacuum unit. 
In the  shaking unit the rug is inserted into the machine and moved between 
two transport cylinders into the shaker. The shaker is made of two cylinders 
that vibrate at a fixed frequency. This shaking removes the loose dirt and dust 
in the rug, making the  subsequent washing process more effective. The 
shaker does not harm the rug, making it possible to remove dust and dirt even 
from the most sensitive rugs.

Piece      Art. 231000
CATINET - Washing Train RE-3212 and RE-4212
These washing units were developed in order to make the washing process as 
simple and effective as possible. A consistent quality of cleaning as well as 
ergonomics for the operator stood in the foreground during the development 
process. In addition the machines are made of durable, high-quality materials 
and high craftsmanship, thereby ensuring a long and maintenance unintensive 
lifetime. The washing trains have a partial recycling of water (only the cleaning 
solution, not the rinse water, is recycled) and a rotatable rolling unit. This enables 
the operator to drop the rug onto a transport carriage which can then be pulled 
towards the operator thereby reducing walking time. In addition they have two 
or three units with six rotating brushes each in order to clean the rugs and mats 
with enough mechanical action.
Piece      Art. 232000

CATINET - Drying Scaffolding TE
The drying scaffolding was developed to simplify the process of hanging rugs 
up to dry for the user. Since this scaffolding is always adapted to the size of the 
available or required space there is no fixed size. The function is simple: a 
conveyor moves all drying bars around an elliptical arrangement. The lower 
bars have rugs hanging from them. The rugs are hung over the bars, therefore 
being folded in the centre. The upper bars move along empty. One bar is always 
in a ready-to-be-used position, that is approximately suspended one metre from 
the ground. As soon as the rug is hung up, it is moved up on the press of a 
button. The next empty bar is then conveyed into the ready position. This process 
allows the hanging process to run smoothly and as ergonomically as possible. 
The rugs are raised mechanically and kept in equal distances apart from one 
another.

Piece      Art. 203500

CATINET - Packing Table
EM-341 and EM-441
This packing table was developed for simple and ergonomic processing of the 
rug arrival (entry check, labelling and proper rolling-up) as well as rug departure 
(vacuuming, last brushing, final check, possible final spotting as well as 
packaging).

Piece      Art. 83500
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MACHINES
Benovac FE
The new CEBE® BENOVAC FE, with auto feed function as well as automatic 
discharge makes it ideal for use in water damage restoration, hard floor, and 
façade cleaning. The hard floor tool as well as the wall tool make it possible to 
clean with up to 80 bars of pressure while at the same time removing the cleaning 
solution - from vertical surfaces too. This enables the user to clean façades with 
a minimum of waste water and makes the construction of water capturing devices 
unnecessary. Both automatic feed and discharge enable one to clean large 
surface areas without the tedious carrying of water and waste water.

Technical Data
Dimensions:   71,1cm x 45 cm x 96,5 cm
Weight:    67 Kg
Vacuum:    2 x 2-stage (each 1020 W)
Pump:    adjustable up to 80 Bar (1476 W)
Power (Circuit 1):   2124 W
Power (Circuit 2):   1956 W
Water Lift (closed):  3454 mm
Automatic Water Supply:  at least  5/8” connection
Automatic Discharge:  up to 94.6 litres per minute (600 W)
Waste water tank:   56.7 litres
Noise level:   < 68 db(A)

Piece      Art. 230000

Benovac KR
The new extraction machines from 
CEBE®, the BENOVAC KR series, set 
a new standard in high-performance 
extraction machines for the professional 
carpet and upholstery cleaner. The 
housing is made of robust polyform 
mould, the wheels have a large 
diameter in the back for easy stair 
climbing and are free rotating in the front 
for easy maneuverability. 

Floor Tool for Benovac FE
The Floor Tool and the Wall Tool both work based on the same principle: water 
is pushed through two jets which are angled  with high pressure. This creates 
a rotational movement which add centrifugal mechanical action to the water 
pressure. This not only leads to more surface area being cleaned but the 
cleaning process also being more intensive. This strong mechanical action 
allows many surfaces to be cleaned with water alone. Whether fine stone 
ware or natural stone floors - even the grout is cleaned deeply without damaging 
it - the advantage of the rotational action.

Diameter: 32 cm  Distance between the two jets: 25 cm

Piece      Art. 231000
Wall Tool for Benovac FE
The wall tool is equipped with a rubber lip that makes it possible to clean vertical 
surfaces, rinse them and vacuum the wastewater without having to use a 
seperate recovery construction.

Diameter: 22 cm Distance between jets: 15 cm

Piece      Art. 232000

2-Jet Floor Tool
This floor tool is composed of stainless steel and is suited for all extraction 
machines. The working height of the grip is adjustable.
Working width: 30 cm    Weight: 2.3 kg
Piece      Art. 203500
Hand Tool Auto
Specially shaped for detailing in cars. Taking the seats out is not necessary.

Piece      Art. 83500
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Model Benovac KR1000 Benovac KR2000
 Art. 212000 Art. 214000
Length x Width x Height 711x450x1016 mm 711x450x1016 mm
Weight 47 kg 59 kg
Solution tank 41 liter 41 liter
Waste water tank 38 liter 38 liter
Pump 240 Volt, 6.8 Bar, 240 Volt, 20.68 Bar
 0.5 A, 120 W 1.0 A, 240 W
Vacuum, 2-or 3-stage 2-stage 3-stage
Water lift (closed) 2337 mm 3454 mm
Power 240 Volt, 8.18 A, 1. 240V, 5.6A, 1344W
 1964 W 2. 240V, 4.6A, 1104W
Power cable 7.6 m 2 x 7.6 m
Decibel < 70 dB (A) < 70 dB (A)

Hand Tool Plastic
An allround hand tool with a transparent head. Make sure the surface is 
clean. May be used with all extraction machines. Working width: 10 cm

Piece     Art. 260000
Hand Tool Standard
The standard model made of stainless steel for carpet and upholstery 
cleaning now more handy, flatter, and ergonomical.     Working width: 9 cm
 Piece     Art. 833000



MACHINES
CATINET - Measuring Table MI-322
Patented worldwide by the manufacturer: The measuring table MI-32 is suited 
for the rug and mat washer who handles more than 100 rugs or mats per day. 
The measuring table enables the user to measure rugs and mats quickly, roll 
them up and have them ready for the next step. The time saved leads to a quick 
amortisation of this novelty - 100 rugs per hour or more! The calculation is easy 
and makes sense.

Piece      Art. 230000

CATINET - Spin Dryer
CE-250-L, CE-350-L und CE-450-L
These spin dryers ensure a thorough removal of moisture from the rug so that 
only the capillary moisture remains in the rug which is then removed by drying 
in a drying chamber with heat and convection. The design is, as with the dusting 
unit and washing unit, ergonomic and user-friendly. The spin dryer consists of 
high-quality AINSI 304 stainless steel, which is resistant to moisture and 
detergents. This construction has also been designed to minimise maintenance.

Piece      Art. 232000

CATINET - Dusting Machine
PO-322 und PO-422
The duster consists of 2 components: the shaking unit and the vacuum unit. 
In the  shaking unit the rug is inserted into the machine and moved between 
two transport cylinders into the shaker. The shaker is made of two cylinders 
that vibrate at a fixed frequency. This shaking removes the loose dirt and dust 
in the rug, making the  subsequent washing process more effective. The 
shaker does not harm the rug, making it possible to remove dust and dirt even 
from the most sensitive rugs.

Piece      Art. 231000
CATINET - Washing Train RE-3212 and RE-4212
These washing units were developed in order to make the washing process as 
simple and effective as possible. A consistent quality of cleaning as well as 
ergonomics for the operator stood in the foreground during the development 
process. In addition the machines are made of durable, high-quality materials 
and high craftsmanship, thereby ensuring a long and maintenance unintensive 
lifetime. The washing trains have a partial recycling of water (only the cleaning 
solution, not the rinse water, is recycled) and a rotatable rolling unit. This enables 
the operator to drop the rug onto a transport carriage which can then be pulled 
towards the operator thereby reducing walking time. In addition they have two 
or three units with six rotating brushes each in order to clean the rugs and mats 
with enough mechanical action.
Piece      Art. 232000

CATINET - Drying Scaffolding TE
The drying scaffolding was developed to simplify the process of hanging rugs 
up to dry for the user. Since this scaffolding is always adapted to the size of the 
available or required space there is no fixed size. The function is simple: a 
conveyor moves all drying bars around an elliptical arrangement. The lower 
bars have rugs hanging from them. The rugs are hung over the bars, therefore 
being folded in the centre. The upper bars move along empty. One bar is always 
in a ready-to-be-used position, that is approximately suspended one metre from 
the ground. As soon as the rug is hung up, it is moved up on the press of a 
button. The next empty bar is then conveyed into the ready position. This process 
allows the hanging process to run smoothly and as ergonomically as possible. 
The rugs are raised mechanically and kept in equal distances apart from one 
another.

Piece      Art. 203500

CATINET - Packing Table
EM-341 and EM-441
This packing table was developed for simple and ergonomic processing of the 
rug arrival (entry check, labelling and proper rolling-up) as well as rug departure 
(vacuuming, last brushing, final check, possible final spotting as well as 
packaging).

Piece      Art. 83500
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MACHINES

Orbiter
This machine has no torque and is easy to use and handle. The simultaneous 
oscillating and rotational motion makes the cleaning process on the carpet 
even more thorough and deep-reaching. The Orbiter has a completely free 
handle preventing any bending motions from the user. The Orbiter cleans all 
carpets and hard surfaces. The extensive accessories available allows bonnet 
pad cleaning and shampooing of carpets as well as scrubbing and polishing 
hard floors. The Orbiter is easy to handle and ideal for stain removal and 
cleaning small areas.
Technical Information: Voltage  220 V / 60Hz
   RPM   approx. 120 effective
   Working width  28 cm
   Weight   13.5 Kg
   Cable length   10 m

Piece   Art. 351000

Tank   Art. 351100
Shampoo Brush   Art. 358000
Scrubbing Brush   Art. 359000
Pad Holder   Art. 354000
Bonnet Pad   Art. 352000
Black Pad   Art. 357000
White Pad   Art. 355000

Hxdroxyl Generators
TITAN 1000 Art. Nr. 157000
Technical Information

Voltage    220 Volts, 50/60 Hz
Power    220 Watt
Air movement   2.70 m3/min.
Max. treatment volume  270 m3

Dimensions (H x W x D)  15 x 22,5 x 30 cm
Weight    3.6 Kg
Filter    10 x 10 cm

TITAN 4000 Art. Nr. 155000
Technical Information

Voltage    220 Volt, 50/60 Hz
Power    880 Watt
Air movement   135 m3/min.
Max. treatment volume  1,080 m3

Dimensions (H x W x D)  66 x 66 x 30 cm
Weight    17.3 Kg
Filter (electrostatic)   50 x 50 x 1,25 cm, 82% efficiency

Hydroxyl Maximizer

The hydroxyl generator technology requires water above all in order to genera-
te hydroxyl radicals. This means that the higher the relative humidity the 
greater the amount of hydroxyl radicals generated. In order to support this 
process, especially in situations where relative humidity is low, we have the 
Hydroxyl Maximizer. It uses ultrasound technology to create a very fine, cold, 
water vapor. The Hydroxyl Maximizer is placed directly behind the TITAN 
4000. This increases the influx of humidity and therefore the amount of 
hydroxyl radicals generated. The Hydroxyl Maximizer is included with the Titan 
4000.

Daisy Maid Hand Tool
Easy to handle hand tool. Pressure and vacuum hose are combined in one. 
Working width: 8 cm

Piece     Art. 84500

Daisy Maid Floor Tool
This floor tool is especially made for the Daisy Maid. It is light and easy to 
use. One jet.
  Working width: 20 cm

Piece     Art. 274500
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MACHINES

More Info at:
www.catinet-total.de

Catinet TOTAL
Measuring and Packing Table MVT
This table allows one to unfold the rug completely and inspect it for any prior 
damage, stains and its general condition, if desired by use of a digital camera 
for rugs up to sizes of 2.5 x 3.0 metres.

The dimensions of the rug may be read off the attached measuring scales quickly 
giving the width and length.

After washing and drying the rug may be placed on the table again for  final 
inspection, brushing of the pile and packaging.

Piece      Art. 230000

Products for the Catinet Total Compakt System
Rounding off this system we offer products for washing - pre-treatment, wash 
and post-treatment - as well as stain removers.

Catinet TOTAL 25-2 and 32-12
This combination of duster, washing train and carpet spin drainer makes it 
possible for one person to operate and this in an area of 30 m2! The Catinet 
TOTAL consists of a duster that mechanically removes dust from the rug, fine 
dust being removed by vacuum. Coarse dirt is collected in a pan and easily 
emptied. The rug is inserted at the bottom and exits in such a manner that 
insertion in the washing train is easily accomplished.

A difference to the Catinet TOTAL 25-2: the duster of the Catinet TOTAL 32-12 
dusts at double the speed. This somewhat reduced intensity in dusting is more 
than compensated by the more intensive washing with 12 instead of 2 brushes. 
The increased width and speed of the unit makes a considerably higher 
productivity possible.

Piece      Art. 232000
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Daisy Maid 14
The DAISY MAID is ideal for cleaning small to midsized areas. It has an easy 
to remove vacuum tank and is well suited for upholstery cleaning.

Technical Information:
Vacuum motor 1 turbine, 2-stage Pump  5 bar
Vacuum 220 mbar  H x W x L 50x37.5x54 cm  
Weight 12.7 Kg  Cable length  10 m
Hose length    Power (total)  1040 W
(Pressure and vacuum) 2.2 m Tank capacity  14 liters each

Piece    Art. 343000



MACHINES

Orbiter
This machine has no torque and is easy to use and handle. The simultaneous 
oscillating and rotational motion makes the cleaning process on the carpet 
even more thorough and deep-reaching. The Orbiter has a completely free 
handle preventing any bending motions from the user. The Orbiter cleans all 
carpets and hard surfaces. The extensive accessories available allows bonnet 
pad cleaning and shampooing of carpets as well as scrubbing and polishing 
hard floors. The Orbiter is easy to handle and ideal for stain removal and 
cleaning small areas.
Technical Information: Voltage  220 V / 60Hz
   RPM   approx. 120 effective
   Working width  28 cm
   Weight   13.5 Kg
   Cable length   10 m

Piece   Art. 351000

Tank   Art. 351100
Shampoo Brush   Art. 358000
Scrubbing Brush   Art. 359000
Pad Holder   Art. 354000
Bonnet Pad   Art. 352000
Black Pad   Art. 357000
White Pad   Art. 355000

Hxdroxyl Generators
TITAN 1000 Art. Nr. 157000
Technical Information

Voltage    220 Volts, 50/60 Hz
Power    220 Watt
Air movement   2.70 m3/min.
Max. treatment volume  270 m3

Dimensions (H x W x D)  15 x 22,5 x 30 cm
Weight    3.6 Kg
Filter    10 x 10 cm

TITAN 4000 Art. Nr. 155000
Technical Information

Voltage    220 Volt, 50/60 Hz
Power    880 Watt
Air movement   135 m3/min.
Max. treatment volume  1,080 m3

Dimensions (H x W x D)  66 x 66 x 30 cm
Weight    17.3 Kg
Filter (electrostatic)   50 x 50 x 1,25 cm, 82% efficiency

Hydroxyl Maximizer

The hydroxyl generator technology requires water above all in order to genera-
te hydroxyl radicals. This means that the higher the relative humidity the 
greater the amount of hydroxyl radicals generated. In order to support this 
process, especially in situations where relative humidity is low, we have the 
Hydroxyl Maximizer. It uses ultrasound technology to create a very fine, cold, 
water vapor. The Hydroxyl Maximizer is placed directly behind the TITAN 
4000. This increases the influx of humidity and therefore the amount of 
hydroxyl radicals generated. The Hydroxyl Maximizer is included with the Titan 
4000.

Daisy Maid Hand Tool
Easy to handle hand tool. Pressure and vacuum hose are combined in one. 
Working width: 8 cm

Piece     Art. 84500

Daisy Maid Floor Tool
This floor tool is especially made for the Daisy Maid. It is light and easy to 
use. One jet.
  Working width: 20 cm

Piece     Art. 274500
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MACHINES
Ozone Generators - CEBEzon
Odour neutralization/control with ozone.

Ozone is used for the oxidative odour neutralization of organic compounds. We 
offer four sizes:

Art. 122000: CEBEzon 100 – 0.1 g Ozone/hr 
Art. 123000: CEBEzon 500 – 0.5 g Ozone/hr  
Art. 124000: CEBEzon 3000 – 3.0 g Ozone/hr       
Art. 124500: CEBEzon 6000 – 6.0 g Ozone/hr    

The size of the generator to be used is dependent on room size, odour intensity, 
and the type of odour to be neutralized. Model CEBEzon 100 Model CEBEzon 500 - 6000

Ozone Generators - Sonozaire®

Odour neutralization/control with ozone.

Ozone is used for the oxidative odour neutralization of organic compounds. We 
offer three sizes:

Art. 115000: 115 A – 2.0 g Ozone/hr
Art. 125000: 330 A – 5.0 g Ozone/hr     
Art. 129000: 630 A – 10.0 g Ozone/hr 
 
The size of the generator to be used is dependent on room size, odour intensity, 
and the type of odour to be neutralized. 

Pilelifter
The Pilelifter is the first two-motor horizontal pile brush and thousands of 
users say that a cleaning is only complete if the  Pilelifter has been used.  
The one essential tool for carpet care, the Pilelifter removes deeply 
embedded dirt, while caring for the nap, removing traffic lanes and extending 
the lifetime of the carpet.

Technical Information:
Weight 30.4 kg
Brush motor 375 Watt, 60 Hz, 230 V
Brush width 38.10 cm
Brush diameter 10.16 cm
2 brushes of choice Natural or Nylon
Vacuum motor 375 Watt,  220 V / 50-60 Hz
Cable length 15 m

Piece   Art. 60000

Single Disc Machine Single 43
The Single 43 is easy to handle, robust and very versatile in its uses.

Technical Information:  Working diameter 43 cm
Power 1000 W RPM 154
Weight 42 kg Cable length: 12 m

Piece      Art. 60600

Shampoo tank
Piece      Art. 60800

Shampoo brush
Piece      Art. 61800

Scrubbing Brush
Piece      Art. 61600

Pad Holder
Piece      Art. 63000

Bonnet Pad
Piece      Art. 65000

Microfiber Pad
Piece      Art. 65200

Natural Pad
Piece      Art. 596800

Steel Wool Pad
Piece      Art. 596700

Pads - Black, Brown, Green, Blue, Red, White
Piece Art. 597100, 597200, 597000, 597600, 597500, 597300
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MACHINES
Turbo Dryer
The Turbo Dryer is an irreplaceable tool for the carpet and upholstery cleaner. 
Fast drying prevents browning and bleeding of colours.

Technical Information:
Motor 4.7 amp, 3 stages
Air flow max. 3,180 m3/hour 
Voltage 230 V, 50/60 Hz
Dimensions 46 x 41 x 46 cm
Weight 12.5 kg

Piece   Art. 47012

Adapter for Turbo Dryer
To have the ability to give the air flow up to 3 directions.

Piece   Art. 47500
Electric Fan
Supportive air movement during ozone treatment or drying. An ideal 
supplement when uncomplicated movement of air is required. A highly 
effective but silent electric fan which accelerates odour neutralization with 
ozone but also the drying process with rugs, for example. This fan may be 
tilted between a 90 and 180° position.

Air Flow: 170 m3/min. Speed: 1.350 RPM
Diametre: 50 cm Voltage: 230 V 
Power: 180 W Dimensions: 58 x 22 x 63 cm
Cable Length: 5 m Weight: 7 kg

Piece   Art. 47400
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Fogger, Cold/Wet
Mechanical fogging of suitable liquids. For fogging water- and oil-based 
products. May use up to 36 litres of liquid per hour.

Particle size: 5 - 50 µm
Fog production: 0 -  36 litres/hour
Tank volume: 6 litres Power: 800 W
Weight: 4.2 kg

Piece    Art. 132500

Vibratex
This machine has no torque and is easy to use and handle. The 
simultaneous oscillating and rotational motion makes the cleaning process 
on the carpet even more thorough and deep-reaching. The Vibratex has a 
completely free handle preventing any bending motions from the user. 

The Vibratex weighs approximately 39 kg and is made of armored 3/8 inch 
stainless steel which does not break, even under most extreme 
circumstances. The 20 m long cable has a turnable holding clamp, permitting 
rapid
unravelling.

Diameter: 43 cm
Voltage: 220/240 V
RPM: approx. 120
Weight: 39 kg
Cable length: 10 m

Piece   Art. 41100

Fogger, Hot/Dry TM-1500B
Thermal fogging of suitable liquids. An electrically powered thermal fogger. It 
operates virtually noiselessly, is very powerful and may be activated by 
remote control. It is easy to handle and easy to maintain. For cleaning the 
machine we recommend our product Thermo Clean.

Voltage: 220-250V AC, 50/60 Hz Power: 2000 Watt
Tank volume: 2.5 litres Fog reach: 15 m
Output: 300 m3/min. Particle Size: 0,5 - 25 µm
Weight: 15 Kg

Piece     Art. 133500



MACHINES
Turbo Dryer
The Turbo Dryer is an irreplaceable tool for the carpet and upholstery cleaner. 
Fast drying prevents browning and bleeding of colours.

Technical Information:
Motor 4.7 amp, 3 stages
Air flow max. 3,180 m3/hour 
Voltage 230 V, 50/60 Hz
Dimensions 46 x 41 x 46 cm
Weight 12.5 kg

Piece   Art. 47012

Adapter for Turbo Dryer
To have the ability to give the air flow up to 3 directions.

Piece   Art. 47500
Electric Fan
Supportive air movement during ozone treatment or drying. An ideal 
supplement when uncomplicated movement of air is required. A highly 
effective but silent electric fan which accelerates odour neutralization with 
ozone but also the drying process with rugs, for example. This fan may be 
tilted between a 90 and 180° position.

Air Flow: 170 m3/min. Speed: 1.350 RPM
Diametre: 50 cm Voltage: 230 V 
Power: 180 W Dimensions: 58 x 22 x 63 cm
Cable Length: 5 m Weight: 7 kg

Piece   Art. 47400

41

Fogger, Cold/Wet
Mechanical fogging of suitable liquids. For fogging water- and oil-based 
products. May use up to 36 litres of liquid per hour.

Particle size: 5 - 50 µm
Fog production: 0 -  36 litres/hour
Tank volume: 6 litres Power: 800 W
Weight: 4.2 kg

Piece    Art. 132500

Vibratex
This machine has no torque and is easy to use and handle. The 
simultaneous oscillating and rotational motion makes the cleaning process 
on the carpet even more thorough and deep-reaching. The Vibratex has a 
completely free handle preventing any bending motions from the user. 

The Vibratex weighs approximately 39 kg and is made of armored 3/8 inch 
stainless steel which does not break, even under most extreme 
circumstances. The 20 m long cable has a turnable holding clamp, permitting 
rapid
unravelling.

Diameter: 43 cm
Voltage: 220/240 V
RPM: approx. 120
Weight: 39 kg
Cable length: 10 m

Piece   Art. 41100

Fogger, Hot/Dry TM-1500B
Thermal fogging of suitable liquids. An electrically powered thermal fogger. It 
operates virtually noiselessly, is very powerful and may be activated by 
remote control. It is easy to handle and easy to maintain. For cleaning the 
machine we recommend our product Thermo Clean.

Voltage: 220-250V AC, 50/60 Hz Power: 2000 Watt
Tank volume: 2.5 litres Fog reach: 15 m
Output: 300 m3/min. Particle Size: 0,5 - 25 µm
Weight: 15 Kg

Piece     Art. 133500



ACCESSORIES AND SPARE PARTS
Filling Valve for Canisters
For clean filling from our canisters.

Piece   Art. 294

Fringe Brush
This brush untangles fringes after washing in order to make the rug have a 
uniform, tidy, appearance.

Piece   Art. 45000
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Furniture Protectors
Rust stains and stains caused by furniture polish are
avoided when these protectors are used in a
consequent manner after every cleaning job. Simply
place them underneath each object:
Light objects - plastic, Heavy objects - styrofoam
We recommend the use of these furniture protectors
after every cleaning job to avoid irreperable damage
to furniture and carpeting.
Plastic - Piece   Art. 58000
Styrofoam - Piece   Art. 59000

Pump, 7 Bar
Art. 4200

Turbine, 2-stage
Art. 4400

Turbine, 3-stage
Art. 4500

Wrench for Canisters
For easy opening and safe closing of 0ur 5 liter, 10 liter and 25 liter canisters

Piece   Art. 288

Hand Shampoo Brush
This brush may be used on any fabric. Primarily for shampooing and cleaning
upholstery.

Piece   Art. 82000

Velvet Brush
After cleaning velvet or other velvet-like fabrics brush them in stroke direction 
after cleaning. This ensures that the original, neat appearance of the fabric is 
restored.

Piece   Art. 81000

Carpet Broom
For pile carpets and rugs. Suitable for brushing in pre-spray or Carpet Stain 
Protector. Brushing up the pile after cleaning ensures a uniform and clean
looking surface.

Piece   Art. 44000

UV Lamp incl. Special Goggles
Whether inspecting on-site or finding urine stains on carpet caused by the 
owner’s pets, this special long-wave UV-light (or black light) gives the 
cleaning specialist the means to find dirt, bacteria, stains and other 
contaminations that are not visible in normal light.

Piece   Art. 50700

6 Liter Pump Sprayer
A hand-held pump sprayer made of resistant plastic.
Including a filling sieve, pressure indicator on the
handle and an escape valve. The spray lance is
easy to handle. Suited for all of our carpet
and upholstery cleaning solutions.

Piece   Art. 39500

Hand Sprayer
This hand sprayer may also be used on its head! A hand sprayer made of 
durable material for spraying all our carpet and upholstery cleaning solutions.

Piece   Art. 57000

Chemical Sponge
Dry removal of soot. For the dry removal of soot  from
water sensitive surfaces such as paintings, books,
upholstery, wall paper, etc. The Chemical Sponge
makes removal possible without damaging valuable
items and also prevents soot from penetrating deeper
as would be the case with a moist or wet treatment of
same material.

Piece   Art. 150000

Chloride Quick Test
Qualitative determination of chloride
contamination. For the quick, qualitative
determination of chloride residues on
surfaces such as metal, painted surfaces,
plastics, etc. The Chloride Quick Test
gives a quick insight to the presence of
chloride contamination. 

Piece, Boxwith 30 test strips  Art. 146000
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CEBE Reinigungschemie GmbH
Ruhrstrasse 47 • 22761 Hamburg • Germany

Fon +49.(0)40.851 82 11 • Fax +49.(0)40.851 82 29
Email: info@cebechem.com

www.cebechem.com


